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FAIR weather is predicted for tonight and
Saturday with little
change hi temperature
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thines will
occur. There were no
mishaps or disasters
on Friday Use Thirteenth.
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TELLS THE STRIKE

so

IN-

VESTIGATORS

COMPANY

MATES

TEEM

EFFORT IS MADE TO MAKE THE
PLACES TAKE ON NATURE
'
'
OF MEN'S CLUBS
'AN ANARCHISTIC

BAR ROOM

"Some time later there was a strike
mine and he had to begin all
over again with
miners. It
is my belief that this ' second strike
was called by the United Mine Workers because-Mr- .
Bettla had complained of the conditions under which his
mine was operated after he had signed with the union. The United Mine

at his

non-unio- n

Workers have a habit of making an
example of any operator who com.
plains."
"How have the accidents in the
coal minesi of Colorado compared with
the record in adjacent unionized
states?" asked Costlgan.
"Colorado has a bad record on account of a series of dust explosions
in 1910, but accidents are not confined
to
minesi One of the worst
accidents in the history of mining
was the Cherry mine disaster in Illi'
nois, a uponized state."
w
The witness was questioned vigorously about; various disasters of the
He said
company.
that the company had suspicions that
the Del Agua disaster In 1910 was
incendiary.
"Monopoly of Labor"
"If the United Mine Workers were
incorporated would you recognize the
union?" asked Representative Byrnes.
"No I think not. I do not approve
their present methods or their
non-unio- n

Victor-America-

BOOZE DISPENSARY AT AGUILAR
FLOATS RED FLAG FROM
ITS STAFF
Denver,' Colo., FeD. 13 "Saloons
seem to us a necessity in mining
camps," declared John C. Osgood,
chairman of the board of directors of
Fuel company,
the
today before the
in
the
.. houBe committee investigating
strike. The coal
r. Colorado coal miners'
operator was questioned by E. P.
.
attorney for the strikers, regard-of
recent
a
report
in
ing the charge
a federal grand jury at Pueblo that
the mining companies run saloons on
',"'
their properties.
s
'
"I cannot speak for the other
in
saloons
the
we
but
regulate
our camps" replied Mr." Osgood. "They
in mining
seem to be
camps'.' In two of our mines as an
'experiment we transformed the saloons into clubs with, reading rooms
and other conveniences. We also
'
prohibited treating. We found that
at those camps on an average the
miners spent about $3 per month
less each for liquor than those at
'other mines. At Redstonerone of those
two camps, I never saw a drunken
man in five or six years, although
the men were drinking constantly."
The witness tola of an. anarchist
saloon whlcn he said was run by
enemies oS the mine owners In Agui-la- r
canyon. He said that a red flag
with a bowie knife on it floated over
the saloon.
asked the witness
Mr. Costlgan
about political conditions in southern
Mr. Osgood denied any
Colorado.
of
political activity by the
knowledge
mine owners. He emphatically disavowed any action by himself in
politics.
j;T
John C. Osgood resumed his testihis
mony, telling of the efforts ol
Tbe
law.
the
with
company to comply
of
witness told of the importation
strikebreakers being delayed by the
in
governor's order against bringing
men. He said that the company had
hired no men except on contracts
which stated plainly that a strike was
In effect.
"We asked Governor Amnions," ho
added, "to have the militia examine
all the imported men and make sure
that they understood the conditions
and had not been deceived. This was
done by order of General Chase."
Osgood then told of the visit ol
Ethelbert Stewart of the federal department of labor, who came to Denver in an effort to settle the strike.
"Mr. Stewart spent practically all
his time with the labor men while iu
this state," he declared. "We met
him once, in the governor's office.
We offered to furnish Mm any information available, but he said he .lid
not want any information that ho
was not an investigators but a mediator. Secretary Wilson, during his visit here, did not ask us for any Information regarding the strike."
;

n
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Discouraged
Cross-examinati-

Unions
was
begun by

The witness added: "My idea is
some day we will have competition among unions which will raise
their standards. In that event it may
become safe to contract with them.
I think that this attempted monopoly
of labor by the United Mine Workers
of America is dangerous."
"Haven't you practically a monopoly of the coal industry of this state?"
'
asked Mr. Costlgan.
"There is no combination amoDg
the operators who have advertised
themselves as representing 95 per
cent of the coal industry" replied Mr.

that

-

'

.

.

Osgood.

The witness then was questioned
about retail coal prices.
"How many mines in this state are
operated by union labor?"
"About 5 per cent of coal in the
State is produced ivy infnea ..that have
signed with the unions.
Mr. Osgood denied any hostility toward the corporations which have
signed union contracts. "We are buying coal of one of them," he explained. "I don't care to mention the name
of this company, because the contract
with the United Mine Workers promines."
hibits sale to
In response to questions by Mr.
Costigan, the witness said each company was expected to pay for the machine guns used on its own property.
Near the close of the
Mr. Costigan pressed the witness for further testimony regarding
his relations with labor unions.
"I can't see that the miners are
any better off than they were before
the United Mine Workers of America
were organized," declared Osgood.
non-unio- n

UN

FOB UAHINGnillPLAINT
MICHIGAN MINERS TELL GRIEVANCES TO CONGRESSIONAL
COMMITTEE
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TODAY IN CONGRESS.

WILL CAUSE BIG REVOLUTION
HINDUS ARE TO UNDERGO
EXCLUSION

DR.

SAYS

MAN

SUDHINDRA

FROM

IN1IA

BOSE TESTIFIES

BEFORE HOUSE

INVER

SHOT

C1Z

TROUBLE

SO

A NAVAL OFFICER

Feb. 13. Senate: Met
. Washington,
at noon.
Mines committee (heard witnesses
on Senator Walsh's radium bill.
Smoot bill i'or codification of mining laws amended to include oil and
ATTEMPTED
ASSASSINATION
OF
IF mineral land laws.
continued
Immigration committee
LIEUTENANT COOK CAUSES

IMMIGRA-

work on tho. i'.urnett bill.
INQUIRY
House: Mei at noon.
President Van Hise of the University of Wisconsin testified on the TO PROTECT THE LEGATION
s
trade commit; km bill.
:
;
Immigration committee heard argu- BRITISH ARMS AND
MARINES ARE
ments for exclusion of Hindus.
SENT TO THE CAPITAL
OF

TION COMMITTEE

MEXICO

KEEPS IN
3.
Feb.
Washington,,
Although
was better HOW SCHEME WAS WOEKEO
cold
Wilson's
President
HE
PEOPLE
0EFEN0SH!S
today he kept to his room and a cabinet meeting v. i cancelled. Mr. Wil
SAYS THEY ARE ARYANS AND son expected, However, to leave his UNITED STATES ARMY INVESTI.
GATES RECRUITING OF FEDARE ENTITLED TO NATURALroom tonight a nd meet about 400
ERALS IN EL PASO
IZATION IN AMERICA
guests at a pwal New Jersey recep
tion. Some or Hie formalities usually
observed at li.e state receptions will
Washington, Feb. 13. Neither Rear
Washington, Feb. i3. Predictions be brushed a.iue and the
president Admiral Fletcher nor any of the dipof "the fiercest revolution the world
u ,i will have more.op-portunit- y
and Mrs.
lomatic or consular orflcers in Mexico
ever has known" if the British governto liiiirde with the guests.
ment approves the Hindu exclusion
reported today on the shooting of
Lieutenant Arthur B. Cook in Vera
poiicy of its colonies, were made toCruz last
night. Secretary Bryan
'
day before the house
immigration
said he had made no inquiry.
committee by Dr. Sudhindra Bose, a
Mr. Bryan said his department had
professor of "the University of Iowa,
no knowledge of the reported intenduring an argument in which he conC? LLFEKSE tion
of British officials In Mexico
tended that Hindus were an Aryan
City to seek permission, from London
people, entitled to naturalization here.
He urged that, if the Hindus were LAWYERS 7 .
SENATOR
GORE to land a force of marines from the
cruiser Essex to handle the machine
to be excluded here, a "gentlemen's
VICTIM OF
ASSERT
guns recently moved to the British
agreement could, be made between the
A ' "
,VE UP"
United States and the 'British-Indialegation in Mexico City.
government to restrict the immigrav
Officer will Recover
tion.
Okiahou l (.
Ku, Feb. 13.
Vera Cruz, Feb. 13 The assault
"A special law excluding the Hindus
Counsel tor i s A '".'0 Bond,
upon Lieutenant Arthur B. Cook,
would humiliate us in tlio eyes of the V Who i;j SUii' , .
( i
Thomas P.
world. It is not necessary. We are
flag lieutenant to Rear Admiral Mayo
C
$
Gore for
ii, ; s as the
of the United States battleship Con
a great clas3 of British subjects,'' said 3' rp.ault ol u
i
I attack in
Dr. Bose, "and are entitled to the
necticut, which, since its occurence
i
a Wash in
tl, Kited their
on Wednesday night, has been kept
i
rights of such a class. International
R
today..-Jacobs,
case,
as secret as possible, became gener1
who- wa i
complications may follow an attempt
t) lie one of
to exclude us."
ally known in the American colony
m
i
in
the
ps
the princii
are
.
of
Britain
Great
today and caused excitement.
"The colonies
!.
ii. was an-,4i case, was i
Lieutenant Cook was the recipient
aobserved.Cliairiniitt
v.
ii
Ha;dus,"
wul
4"'noirnced' uiiit
secluding
vsed
of many congratulations on his escape
Burnett.
WILSOiN
'

,
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i 'Jill
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uation came up for discussion today
Dr. Alin the imperial parliament.
fred Zimmerman, under secretary of
state for foreign affairs, answered an
Interpolation by two of the national
liberal leaders 83 to "whether Provi
sional President Huerta has made
representations to Germany la regard
to the raising of the embargo," and
expressed the conviction that nobody
outside of Mexico could enforce a
settlement of that country's difflcui
ties. The restoration of peace in
Mexico, he said, could be hoped for
only if the Mexican parties were allowed to fight out their quarrels without Interference, and the raising of
the embargo merely gave American
citizens the same fright of selling arms
as was enjoyed by other nations. The
under secretary informed the house
that measures had been taken, to
protect Germans in Mexico, and declared that Mexico would be held fully responsible for all their property
losses.
.

be employed on public works is unconstitutional. The court rules that
the clause is void because it is undemocratic in its plan, in conflict with
the state law and contrary to the
spirit of the republican form of government, It holds further that the
rule takes the private property of
the taxpayer without due process of
law to support a privileged class at
the expense of the taxpayers.

l

DAVIS

APPOINTED

k

"The central

government in

in rebuttal.

Eng-

land has not endorsed such action,"
replied Dr. Bose. "If it does it will

precipitate the fiercest revolution the
world has ever known. The people of
India are awakening and if they are
to remain a part of the British empire something must be done; some
solution of this problem arrived at
which is more reasonable than any
yet suggested."
BERTILLON IS DEAD
Paris, Feb. 13. Alfonse Bertillon,
creator of the system of criminal iden-

tification which made his name known
throughout the world, died here to
day aged 61.
Berbillcn's title was "Director of
the anthropometric department of the
Paria police." He had been ill for
some time, suffering from anaemia
complicated with other maladies. He
was operated on in October. Bertillon was a distinguished anthropologist and was the author of many
works on ethnography, anthropometry
'
and criminal photography.
f.j

Shoreham, England. Feb. 13. The
entire crew of eight seamen of the
steamship Myown were, drowned today when the vessel was wrecked
while entering the harbor here. The
captain was saved. The Myown was
a coasting vessel of 300 tons.
ADMIRALS CREATED
Washington, Feb. 13. The bill
VIICE

to
create six vice admirals in the navy
was passed today by the senate, and
now awaits action by the house. Their
saalries were fixed at $11,000 a year,
and the age of retirement at 65 years.
CABLES

ARE SESTROYED

Destruction
Esmeraldes,
Ecuador, where heavy fighting was
on between tie revolutionists
and
government forces, left the state department i today without means of
news of the situation.
Washington, Feb.

of the cable office

13.

at

Oklahoma City, Feb. 13. T. E. Ro!
ertson, former law partner of Ross
liillard, chief of counsel for the plaintiff, was recalled as a witness today
in the hearing of the $50,000 damage
suiti brought by Mrs. Minnie E, Bond
against United States Senator Thomas
P. Gore in the district court here.
Roberston was being questioned by
the attorneys for Senator Gore when
court adjourned yesterday. He admitted enmity toward the senator, because, the witness asserted, Gore had
promised to use his influence in behalf of H. A. Rogers of Oklahoma,
mentioned as a candidate for the post
of secretary of the interior, but had
failed to do so. Robertson was called
as an eye witness to indignities which
Mrs. Bond alleges were offered her
by Senator Gore in Washington last
March and on which,. her suit is based.
The witness gave practically the
same testimony as Kirby Fitzpatrick,
who preceded him 6n the witness
stand, relating that he witnessed the
alleged attack on the woman, which
is said to ihave occurred in a Washington hotel.
Robertson, FitzparrlcK, Mrs. Bond
and Dr. J. H. Earp, another witness
for the plaintiff, yesterday ail declared they were In Washington on political missions, to obtain appointments
to federal positions, and all failed.
It is the contention of Senator Gore's
attorneys that the present suit is the
result of a political intrigue.
James Jacobs, former democratic
national committeeman from the Indian territory, was to be called after
Robertson's cross examination is finished. It was in Jacobs' room that
Mrs. Bond alleges that the senator
attacked her. Mrs. Gore accompanied
the senator to the court room and sat
beside him.
Shortly after Robertson took the
stand to continue nis testimony he
was excused temporarily, and Deputy
Sheriff Ezell was called. The wit
ness testified that the senator had
evaded service of the papers in Mrs.
Bond's suit and that he was prevented from seeing the senator by a number of friends of the latter who barred the door to Gore's room in a local
'
hotel.
Sheriff Binion was called and said
he took the papers and went to gee
Core, but met the same tactics. I.ator
at night, however, he said, be caught
si.Tlit of the senator in tlm bote! iiiid
served the papers on him.
--

from death. The bullet struck him
in the left hip. The police are still
searching for the assailant. It is said
they have a clew to his Identity.
A party of British bluejackets landed two machine guns from the Brit
ish flagship Suffolk late .last night and
placed them on board a car of the
Mexican railway consigned to the
British legation in Mexico City. With
the guns was sent a great quantity
of ammunition.
It is asserted here that the guns
and ammunition are intended for the
defense of the British legation in case
of an uprising in the federal capital.
Investigating Horse Thefts
El Paso. Tex., Feb. 13. Further de
tails of the plot by which a detach
ment of federals cr federal irrcs- -

lars, were recruited in El Paso and
crossed Into Mexico with their arms
Wednesday night were learned5 by
Robert T.s fteilL United States' dish" i
trict attorney here, today.
was
in
charge
Juan Rodriguez, who
of the horses at Ysleta, said that he
was hired by "a man" who said Ro
driguez was to let none of the horses
leave the corral except on order of
the Mexican consul, or In the case of
who
might
ouo Epifanio Modesto,
take out the animals as he wished.
Rodriguez said that the 27 horses
taken Wednesday night were removed
by Modesto, who was assisted by
three men. Of the five other Mexicans rounded up by the American
troops none knew Rodriguez. Erasimo
Murya, one of the men, said he was
hired by Francisco Alderete to watch
the pasture.
This ranch "hand" was garbed in
leather" legglns, and garments such
a3 worn by Orozeo federal irregulars
at the battle of Ojinaga,
Investigation of the ownership of
the horses progressed today. It was
learned that they were part of a lot
purchased from the Mexican consul
n
The
ibv a ranch show.
Cattle Raisers association held up the
deal with a claim that some of the
animals had beeu stolen from the
Terrazas ranch in Mexico by the federal soidiers, but this claim was withdrawn later and the outfit supposedly
shipped to El Paso and placed in.
corral at Ysleta. Alderete
that the pasture was rented from
Mm. Ho declined to divul.se to reporters the names of the men.
'
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SNOWEOUNB

AFTERNOON

t

; Washington. Feb. 1 2 s
and cold today and tonight and
warmer tomorrow, was today's
predictions from the weather 4
bureau.
4,
The Texas storm advancing on 4
the east turned into rain today
as it approached Tennessee and
even had caused thunderstorms
uu rne erujr. coa,st.
Snn
ami fe
sleet fell in the south Atlantic
states as far south as the Care- linas, but the zero blanket re- mained over the middle Atlantic
and New Englano states.
f
From the Ohio valley snows
were expected to extend to the
New England coast, and to
bring
general rising of temperatures to- morrow.
.
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New York, Feb. 13.--cold, waye
claimed another victim here today.
After a hearing in chambers, Judae The. death of Eric
Nelson, an afd
David J'. Leahy, upon the application t.i1! r. r"! 11 n. t
"
'
"'
of Frank' Koyn.
i
B. Davis, Jr., as receiver of an that weather
Wedne
y h'ht to I,.-- .,
part of the Mora grant which lies
in-- '
Lout-ti tl
north of the fifth correction, line of other charitable
overorganizations
the thirty-seventparallel. This im flowed with human derelicts and urn.
aginary line runs, roughly, from east fortunates. Prostrations
reported by
to west though the towns of Wagon the police are almost
continuous.
Mound on the east, and Cleveland, on
The lowest dip in the mercury tothe west, in Mora county; and the day was at 7 o'clock this
morning,
particular tract of land that is em- when it stood at 1 below. All over
braced in the court order lies wholly the city water, gas and other
supply
in Mora county and contains about and feed pipes burst.
acres.
350,000
For 'many years; since 1S35, in fact,
Blockade in St. Louis
when the grant was made, it has been
St. Louis, Feb. 13. St. Louis was
almost impossible for anyone to per--j nearly snowbound tocray as a
result
feet title to any part of the property. of a blizzard that started late jester-da- y
Since 1877 a suit has been pending
afternoon and which at 10 o'clock
looking toward a partition of the land this morning was at the height of m
grant and this, Instead of expediting fury. Street cars on all routes were
the settlement of land titles, has ap- blocked. Most of the through passen.
parently dono much to keep them in ger trains arrived about 011 time, but
a chaotic condition.
only to encounter a blockade la tlm
The appointment of a receiver by terminal yards. Great difficulty was
the court is a long step in the direc- experienced in getting t,he trains Into
tion of settling up titles on the grant, union station.
It will be of direct benefit to all residents on the property because it will
Is:afford an opportunity to every one of C4PFIFSS
them to settle their titles with slight
expense and wilt make them valuable
for the communities and little towns
on the grant lands that up to the
present time have been productive on- GIRL IS KILLED AT HAGERMA
ly of worry and' trouble.
WHEN AUTO FRIGHTENS
The unoccupied portions of
the
HER HORSE
grant will be developed by the receiver and made to yield indirect and
11- --.
Hagerman, N. M,
direct benefits to the residents of that Lillian Jacobson,
aged 18 years, bi.
part of Mora county and to the com fered injuries in a rum ,va r in tr f
munities in that section. It will af this morning from whuh
J
d
t
ford an opportunity for development hours later. The; v i i
v
to Mora county that has heretofore ing scared at an tin
been lacking because of the complete j her rr m appro h to a I
uncertainty of land titles in one of y,v,a 'never res itml
the most 'Valuable and productive re- Tho autoigts never gions of New Mexico.
and are not identified.

wpd.Iirsj and
German Citizens Protected
Berlin, Feb. 13. The Mexican

OF GRANT

RECEIVER

VICTLIS Or

COLD

raska supreme court, in a decision today, declares the clause in the charter of the city of South Omaha. Neb.,
providing that only union labor could

i

i

II

)

STORM IN THAT CITY IS AT
THg
.HEIGHT OF ITS FURY THIS

LAW UNCONSTITUTIONAL
Lincoln, Neb., Feb. 13. The Neb-

(,

they

d

:

4,4.

PROVOKE

.
of conditions under which they work- as general manag
in
to
work
unable
were
and
get
ed,
EIGHT SAILORS DROWNED
were
mines because

they
neighboring
members of the union.
Tbe committee indicated, through
a statement by Chairman faylor, that
the present inquiry would embrace
an investigation of the Western Federation of Miners, the Calumet and
Hecla Mining company and the Citizens' alliance only in so far as was
necessary to ascertain the causes underlying the strike.

:

,.'.

TO

ASK AMERICAN'S AID
Workers
Hancock, Jtfich., Feb.
London, Feb. 13. The Great East
in the Michigan copper mines continuhas
ed to voice their grievances against ern Railway company of England
executhe operators today at the congres- decided to employ an American
tive officer; in order to bring its syssional strike inquiry.
tem thoroughly up to date. The direcformer
two
was
given by
Testimony
tors announced today the appointment
employes of the Mass Mining comof Henry Thornton, general superinlost
had
pany to the effect that they
because
their
complained tendent of the Long Island railroad,

Mr. Costigan. The witness admitted
that the companies have discouraged
the formation of unions and secret
societies. He declared that so far as
he knew his company was obeying
VESSELS ARE ICEBOUND
day.
the law regarding the eight-hou- r
Chicago, Feb. 13. The steamer AlaAs to checkweighmen, he said his
for 24
company was ready to comply with bama, which was
had
a
to
after
break
hours
the
miners
attempting
that
but
the statute,
not seletced a checkweighman at any path for the Kansas and Arizona, sister boats, lodged in the ice off the
mines.
Questioned sharply about conditions mouth of the Chicago river, returned
under union contracts, Mr. Osgood to Its anchorage today. A wrecking
declared that E. G. Bettis, an operator tug broke up the ice- in the harbor
In Fremont county, sljned a contract and enabled the steamer to return to
with the Ignited Mine Workers cf port. The Kansas and) Arizona, it
American at the beginning or tbe was thought, soon would be floated
also.
present strike.
Victor-America-
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PLANS MADE FOR
Ip

ADVANCEMENT

MEMORIAL TO

IN CAPITAL

LUNA

THIS YEAR

FIND ARTHUR SENECAL IS MADE DEPASSESSORS,
HOWEVER,
LESS THAN HALF NUMBER
UTY CLERK OF THE FEDERAL COURT
OF 1911

ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL
DECLARES THE MUST PAY
EXPENSES

FRIDAY,

Santa Fe, N. M., Feb.13. Assistant
Attorney General Ira L. Grimshaw
rendered an opinion today that Is of
great importance to constables end
justices of the peace throughout he
elate and as il works a great hardship on them demands legislative action at the first opportunity, so that
the Injustice which tne lac'i of a statute on the subject works, may be overcome. The opinion says:
February 11, 1914.
"Hon. Gorge E. Remley, District
Attorney, Cimarron, N. M.
"Dear Sir: Your letter of the 9th
Inst., addressed to Mr. Prank W. Clancy, has been referred to me for attention on account of his absence from
theclfiy.
"I understand that you desire to
know whether or not there is any law
which will permit the payment ot
constable fees and expenses In misdemeanor cases, when those expense?
are necessarily incurred m carrying
out the mandate of the justice of the

t

f

'

1

;

which shows the styles that will be worn this

season

MOVEMENT

Santa Fe, "N. M., Feu. I3.r-Ne- w
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 13. Clerk
Albuquerque, N. M., Feb. 13. As a
Mexico has 1,693,970 sheep, according Harry F. Lee, of the federal court for
lasting tribute to the memory of tbe
to the assessment returns for 1913, New Mexico, has appointed Arthur A. late Solomon Luna, a life size memowhich Is 230,279 more tnan the year Senecal his deputy at $1,500 a year, rial tablet is to be built and placed
before. Sheep are difficult to find and Mr. Senecal today resigned as in the Valencia county court houBe at
and to count and that may explain corporation deputy and stenographer Los Lunaa In the Immediate future,
why the census enumerators three in the Internal revenue office, the res- the tablet to be unveiled with fitting:
years before found more than twice ignation to go into effect ou March ceremonies on August 29, .1914, the
as many sheep In New Mexico as did 15, or before, at the collector's pleasauniversary of Mr. Luna'B death.
s
the assessors in 1913, and New Mexi- ure.
Close friend3 of Mr. Luna havo been
Official changes In Santa Fe are oc-co has been, boasting for; years that
plans for this memorial
considering
it has more eheep than Montana or curing so rapidly that considerable tablet for Bonn
time, anJ the comWyoming or some other states that uneasiness Is felt by the employes In
missioners of Valencia county, where
have put forth claims of being first the Internal revenue office, of which
made hia home and for which he
as to the number of eheep within the new colector, Louis A. Carpenter, he
did bo much during his active life,
their boundaries. In fact there are will talc charge on february 18. In
some time ago expressed a desire to
eloquent boosters like former Con- reply to recommendations that he re- erect the tablet at the expense of the
gressman B. S. Rodey, who always in- tain certain members of the present
that the people
sisted that New Mexico had more force made by prominent democrats, county, being assured
would
approve their
unanimously
asses
not
than six million, sheep, but the
"I will
Mr. Carpenter wrote:
action.
sors are from Missouri and want to commit myself until I have been In
Mr. Luna's friends, however, felt
be ehown.
Santa Fe and have looked over the
the tribute should be something
tbat
The valuation on the sheep In 1913 situation."
more
than a local one and after sev
was G,921,480, which considering that
The announcement today of the apthe matter took the
eral
conferences
the year before it was only $2,181,010, pointment of five deputy income tax
tribute to the
a
statewide
of
form
is very promising that perhaps In 1114 colectors, has revived the rumor of
New Mexico leader. A committee was
more
a
assessors
few
the
find
may
impending and sweeping changes.
peace.
tbe Valencia county com
"I am unable to find any authority stray lambs who escaped the last One of the official changes today was named by
missioners!,
consisting of W. S. Stridewill
which
the
per- year. Socorro county reports
on the statute books
larg when Assistant Superintendent Snyof
ler
Eugene Kempen- Albuquerque,
mit a constable to be paid from county est number of sheep and next to it der of the United States Indian school,
nich, of Peralta, Judge M. C. Mechem,
funds for railroad fare and actual cornea Lincoln, Chaves and Union was placed in charge of the institution
H. O. Bursum. Jose S. Baca, H. M.
cash expenditures made by him for counties, while Valencia, which has by Guy Tucker, inspector of the Inand Ed M
of Socorro
himself and a prisoner, In misdemean- always been deemed a great sheep terior department, while- Superintend- Dougherty
of Los Lunas to take charge of
Otero
reor
defendant
prisis
and
under
the
ent
where
or cases,
sheep growing county,
owning
suspension.
Coggeshall
committee has
oner Is so situated that he is unable ports fewer than one hundred thouAnother appointment that caused the project. This
to
the
tablet a tri
determined
make
constable
Carlos
allowed
sand
Fe
Santa
the
was
and
has
of
head
some surprise
that
to pay the fees
county
Mexico
of
New
the
bute
from
people
under the law for services, mileage, less than twelve thousand or fewer Creamer as office deputy by United
receive
will
end
to
and
that
subscrip
folof
Mr.
The
even
absence
than
Bernalillo
of
th
etc. Then, because
county.
States Marshal A. H. Hudspeth.
tions in tbe sum of $10 each from all
legislation it necessarily follows tbat lowing is the number of sheep In each Creamer has been for a number of
in the state who care to parti
those
to
the county, the counties being arranged years bookkeeper and collector for
these expenditures are h toss
The total cost of the tablet
conrecom
cipate.
ot
rank
that
office
in
to
their
and
the
Water
Santa
Fe
the
Light
according
person occupying
will
be life size, and the pre
which
spect:
stable.
pany.
for which have been
designs
259,576
liminary
was
further
"We realize the injustice done tn Socorro .
The postot'fice
171,555 complicated today by the circulation made, will be approximately $1,230, a
this regard, but it is a case which the Lincoln
167,487 of a petition on behalf of Adolph Se sum which would be subscribed imlegislature must properly reine!v, ntid Chaves
..145,916 ligman, who was postmaster at Santa mediately by Mr. Luna's more inti
until that remedy is provided we ure Union
can
120,142 Fe under the first Cleveland adminis- mate friends and associates; but the
constable
unable to say how the
Guadalupe
committee has felt that Mr. Luna'3
113,882 tration. United States Senator Thomhe reimbursed in misdemeanor cases Rio Arriba
93,184 as B.' Catron left tonight for Washingwhen the prisoner or defendant is un- Valencia
acquaintance was so wide, his friends
New
67,593 ton, and he is said to favor Selig- so many and his services to
able to pay the charges allowed the Sandoval
;
64.G5S man's appointment to the extent that Mexico so great that the people of
constable by law.
Eddy
"When Mj. Frank' W. Clancy re- San Miguel
62,889 he will not oppose confirmation, as the whole state would desire to be
57,151 he has done in the case of Adolph recorded in the list of those paying
turns to the city we will submit your Colfax
51,900 Hill, whose name has been sent in this final and enduring tribute to his
letter to him for the purpose of at- San Juan
50,003 by President Wilson.
The two other memory.
tempting to obtain hia construction cf Torrance
46,642 prominent candidates are Charles S.
the law.
To that end Mr. W. S. StricMer of
McKinley
46,412 Easley, former United States survey Albuquerque has been made treasurer
Taos
"Very truly yours,
IRA.
GRIMSHAW,
21,675
Signed)
and Charlas S. Kanem,,of of the committf 4 and-- the, memorial
Sierra,
J
19,151 the state engineer's office.
Assistant Attorney General" Quay
tablet fund, and those who desire to
18,200
i
Curry
participate in the tribute to Mr,
14,080
Roosevelt
Luna's memory should forward checks
CHARITIES CONFERENCE
13.S40
STOLE SMALL ARSENAL
to him at Albuquerque at once. The
Gainesville, Fla., Feb. 13. From ail Bernalillo
11,662
.
Santa
Fe
over the state delegates gathered here
Albuquerque, N. NT, Feb. 13. The design for the tablet must be deter
- 33,027 second hand store at 113 West Gold mined upon at once in order that it
today for the annual meeting of the Otero
4,000 avenue, owned by J. A. Thirion, was may be ready by the coming August,
Florida Conference of Charities and Dona Ana
.'-, 2,000 entered by burglars last night and a and those who expect to contribute
Correction, the sessions of which will Luna
1,500 small arsenal stolen. The spoils in- are requested to do so at once.
continue over Sunday.
Governor Grant
clude a 44 Colts revolver, a Stevens
The county commissioners of ValenTrammell is the president of the con- ferense.
single barrel shotgun, a razor, five cia county, according to Mr. KempenMEET FOR WOMEN ATHLETES
dozen pocketknives, 200 44 Colts ten, chairman of the board propose
ADMIRAL COTTMAN RETIRES
Berkeley, Cal., Feb. 13. A field shells, 200 45 Colts shells, 200 shot- to make the unveiling of the tablet
Washington, Feb. 13. The first re- meet for women students, similar to gun shells and a quantity of 22 cal- next August an impressive tribute to
Mr. Kempenich
tirement of the year among the high the meets given at some of the big iber revolver shells.
Mr. Luna's memory.
officers of the navy took place today, eastern colleges, will be held at the
There is no break In windows or came to Albuquerque yesterday to
tomorrow. doors and it is believed the burglar conclude plans for the tablet and its
when Rear Admiral V. L. Cottman University of California
was removed from the active list on The program will bei maideupofthe had a skeleton key, or had secured unveiling with Mr. Strtekler, leavins
account of having reached the age regulation track and field events. Re- - a key to the place. A roomer who for his home this morning. Promin
limit of 62 years. Until recently Ad- iprosentatives of each of the four lives upBtairs, thinks he heard some ent men in and out of New Mexico
miral Cottman was in command of the classes at the university will partici thing moving in the store about 12 who were associated with Mr. Luna
of pate.
Paget Sound navy yard. A iaiU
in business and government, will be
o'clock, but isi not certain. T
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We have on display the following merchandise

COMMISSIONERS OF HOME COUN
TY TAKE LEAD IN STATEWIDE

!
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.
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Wooltes: Suits and Coats
Beautiful Silk and Silk Crepe Dress Patterns p
Shadow Lace and Chiffon Waists
i
Novelty Trimming Silks
Cotton Crepes
Rufflings
Gage Hats
!

are showing only exclusive styles and patterns and
would be pleased to have you look over our lines before
We

purchasing elsewhere.
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For pastry there is nothing to
compare with
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Have you tried Cottolene yet? If. not, do at least
tsst ifc for yourself: You will then understand
t
some of its many advantages. At the same
i ft
v
h. n
""time, do not forget that food experts advo- n
cato this wholesome shortening as re-ftp
v'fil
44dJ:0-aoie, economical ana aigestiDie.,1 fj
Sendforthe FREE Recipe Book, " HOME
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HELPS," by these five leading; cooking

authorities:

xvixs. Mary
j. jincoln, Xvirs. oaran iyson
Rorer, Mrs. Helen Armstrong-- Lida Ames
Willis, Marion Harland.
,

.in
.'":-i-

mfj

CHICAGO

(Signed)

WILLIAM H. POPE, Judge.
A. J. Loomis Lands Job
The Washington, D. C. papers announce that the commissioner of internal revenue has appointed A. J.
Loomis of Santa Fe, chief field deputy in the internal revenue service in
this district. Mr. Loomis is editor of
the Santa Fe Eagle and was for ten
years in the internal revenue service.
The position is said to pay $1,700.

Safe for Babies, Effective for

Grown-

ups

That's Foley's Honey and Tar ComIt has the confidence of your
druggist, who knows it will give you
pound.

satisfaction. W. W. Nessmlth, States-borGa., says: "I have used Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound in my family and have sold it In my store and
it never fails to cure." Refuse a substitute. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.

the negroes have been under consideration for a long time by the association. In
with other
organizations it is proposed to wagrt
a nation-widcampaign to secure a
general recognition of the political
rights of the negro and equal opportunities in education and the industries.
e

How Is Your Boiler?

NEGRO EDITORS MEET

It has been stated that a man's
Nashville, Tenn., Feb. 13. Results stomach
Other appointments announced are
is his boiler, his body is his
an
of
charand
important
as follows:
and his mouth the fire box. Is
John L. Zimmerman of
engine
East Las Vegas, formerly county sur- acter are expected from the meeting your boiler (stomach) In good workof the National Negro Press associa- ing order or is It so weak that It will
veyor of Santa Fe county and later of
to- not stand a full load and not able to
Bernalillo county, office deputy; Wal- tion, which assembled In this city
entwo days' session. In addi- supply the needed energy to your
for
a
day
r
ter Brauner of Phoenix, Ariz.,inspec-togine (body) ? If you have any trouble
tion to discussing matters purely of with your stomach Chamberlain's Taband revenue agent; Owen Murphy
to the membership of the as- lets will do you good. They strengthinterest
of Tombstone, Ariz., field deputy, and
the meeting will consider en and invigorate the stomach and
A. T. Cornish, of Flagstaff, Ariz., of sociation,
naturally.
the
for
betterment of the negro enable it to do Its work
plans
fice deputy.
very remarkable cures of stomrace throughout the United States. Many
ach trouble have been effected by
Help to School Districts
These plans for the moral uplift of them. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
Alvan N. White today sent out
checks to the directors of 98 school
districts in New Mexico to aid these
districts In maintaining five months'
Jefferson Reynolds, President
school The total amount distributed
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President
was $12,400.13 and the distribution by
Hallct Raynolds, Ca&hier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
counties waa as follows:
Rio Arriba county, $959.28 in ten
districts.
Guadalupe county, $1,210 in seven
districts.
Mora county, $687.65 in nine districts.
Curry county, $1,340.66 in 12 districts.
Otero county, $97.25 in one district.
OF LAS VEGAS. N, M.
;
Lincoln county, $131.85 in one district.
Taos county, $745 in five districts.
Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.
Roosevelt county. $1,257.44 in. 12
districts.
In every department of Banking we
Unon county, $3,725 in 29 districts.
Torrance
dis13
$2,246
in
county,
prepared to give the best of service
invited to take part in the unveiuing
ceremonies and the day will take its tricts.
place aa one of .the important events
in the history of the state.
SEE IF THE CHILD'S
The tablet, which will be of bronze,
will bear the following inscription:
TONGUE-I- S
"This tablet was given to the county
COATED
of Valencia in memory of Solomon
Luna, by the people of New Mexico,"
with the dates of Mr. Luna's birtn and IF CROSS, FEVERWH, CONSTIPATED, GIVE "CALIFORNIA SYRUP
death. As outlined, it will be at once
OF FIGS"
simple and impressive, and a lasting
Look at the tongue, mother!
If
tribute to the memory of one of the
coated, it is a sure sign that your litstate's strongest men.
Mr. Strickler, and the members of tle one's stomach, liver and bowels
tbe committee associated with him, need a gentle, thorough cleansing at
ask that the newspapers of the state once.
When peevish, cross, listless, pale,
give immediate publicity to the prodoesn't
and
that
who
to
wish
those
sleep, doesn't eat or act nat
partiject
cipate, send their checks for $10 to urally, or Is feverish, stomach sour,
sore
Mr. Strickler at once so that there breath bad; has stomach-ache- ,
may be no delay in completing the throat, diarrhoea, full of cold, give a
7
plans.
teaspoonful of "California Syrup of
.
Figs," and in a few hours all the foul
1
food
constipated waste, undigested
i
and sour bile gently move out of its
NEW3 FROM THE CAPITAL
little bowels without griping, and you
have a well, playful child again.
Tou needn't coax sick children to
t
Santa Fe, N. M.. Feb. 13. The fol take this harmless "fruit laxative;"
lowing is the trial docket for the spe they love its delicious taste, and It
-.
a s m j
j
cial term of the United State3 district always makes them feel splendid.
court to be held without jury at Las
botAsk your druggist for a
Cruces to begin February 23:
tle of "California Syrup of Figs,"
V. S. vs. Las Cruces Bldg. and Imn. which has directions for babies, chilCo. on motion February 23
dren of iall ages and for grown-up- s
Town of Lag Cruces vs. National plainly on the bottle. Beware of
Co. on motion February 23.
counterfeits sold here. To be sure
U. S. vs. Van Patten, February 24. you get the genuine, ask to see that
it is made by "California Fig Syrup
Longwell vs. Hall, February 25.
Baum vs. Longwell, February 25.
Refuse any other kind
Comppnv.".
Dated this 9th day of February with contempt. Adv.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

are

interest Pzist cn

Time Dcpcsits

THE OLD RELIABLE

Cottolene "creams up" beautifully, always, and every
cook knows what an advantage that is. It is always
plastic and blends readily with the flour or sugar.
This makes Cottolene especially pleasant to use in
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suffering from constipation and
gestion, for they are closely allied.
But common as constipation is many
people do not eeem to know when
they have it. They will complain of
headache, drowsiness or biliousness,
all unconscious of the cause of the
trouble.
You should have a full and free
movement at least once a day. If
you pass a day you are constipated,
and the result will be that you will
catch a cold easily or have a more
serious ailment. To cure the constipation and forestall still graver trouble
take a dose of Dr. Caldwell's Syrup
Pepsin at night before retiring and
by morning relief will come, without
disturbance from sleep or any Inconvenience.
Legions of people use It regularly
in such emergencies, some of them
formerl(y chronic invalids who had
suffered from cosstipation all their
lives. Mrs. N. Frantz, 7 Eighth St.,
Salem;,' Ohio, took physics for years,
and worst of all, without much avail.
Finally, she began to take Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin and today she is
no longer troubled and eats what she
likes. Many others will tell you tbat
they have tried most things recommended for this purpose but have

stdrmlshes as compared with the terrific battle that will be waged over
the choice of a successor to Boies
Peurose, whose term in the United
States senate will expire on March
3, 1915.

The candidates will be named by
the several parties in the general
time on
primary in May. From that
there will be a battle royal until the
election in November. It will be a
triangular fight between Penrose, the
A.
Mitchell
republican candidate;
Gifford
and
democrat,
Palmer,
the Choice of the Washington
party, which is the name under which
the progressives do their fighting in
Pennsylvania. As is well known, the
republicans of Pennsylvania have long
been split into two bitterly hostile
factions, one of which is for Penrose
and the other opposed to him. It is
expected therefore that the senator
will have opposition within his own
party when it comes to securing the
Tenomination. Representative William
T. B. Ainey is said to be the man
selected by the opposition to make
the fight against Penrose in the primaries. Few well informed politicians can be found, however, who venture to predict that Penrose will not
W the republican nominee.
A similar situation exists within
the democratic ranks, though the factional differences concern the governorship and state offices more than
the senatorship. Reeoenized as the
personal choice of President Wilson,
A. Mitchell Palmer,
representative
in congress and the Pennsylvania
representative on the national democratic committee. Is confidently expected to be the democratic candidate
for the senatorship.
Gifford Pinchot, former chief forester of the United States, intimate
friend of Colonel Roosevelt and one
of the charter members of tho progressive party, has no opposition for
the Washington party nomination for
senator. He was formally invited to
ibocome a candidate in a resolution
unanimously adopted at a conference
of Washington party leaders, group
chairmen, committeemen and officials
lield in Harrisburg last week.
Many elements will enter into the
choice of a United States senator, but
in the main it will be a fight for and
Against Penrose. It is this fact which
will make the contest one of nationwide interest. Few candidates for
fit;-'office in this or any other state
have faced opposition apparently more
formidable than that now mustering
to brin.? about, tho defeat of Senator

'

Pin-cho- t,

IS
MAKES
EMPLOYED
TO YOUNG MILLIONAIRE
ENGINEER
HANDSOME DONATION IN
MAKE COMPLETE SANITARY
MEMORY OF FATHER
SURVEY
,
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N

FRANTZ

found Syrup Pepsin the only one
ways reliable. A bottle can be

alob-

tained at any drug store for fifty cents
or one dollar, the latter size being
bought by families already familiar
with its merits.
Syrup Pepsin is mild, pleasant tastMothers give it
ing and
to tiny infants, and yet it is effective
in grownups. It is for everyone who
suffers from any form of stomach, liver or bowel trouble, constipation,
biliousness, etc. Its action
will bo delight you that you will forever avoid harsh cathartics, purgatives!, pills and salts.
Families wishing to try a free sample bottle can obtain it postpaid by
addressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 419
Washington St., Monticello, 111. A
postal card with your name and address on it will do.
'
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When Bo file is Empty,
BREAM

EVERYWHERE
People everywhere are talking of
the quick and, fine results Foley
Kidney Pills give in backache, rheumatism, kidney and bladder troubles.
You can not take them into your system without good results. That is because Foley Kidney Pills give to the
kidneys and bladder Just what nature
calls for to heal these weakened and
inactive organise O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
SUCCESSFUL

NATIONAL CEMENT SHOW
Chicago, Feb. 13. Cement bunga
lows with cement furniture and ce
ment kitchen utensils are on displaj
in the coliseum, where the annual

Ban'y'o Poro "..cEiUIiicfiGy
is always put up in clean bottles, with a seal over the cork. But
in order to protect yourself against fraud in refilling, we ask all
consumers to be sure and break each bottle as soon as empty.
In a few remote instances unscrupulous dealers who have
failed to work off substitutes and cheap imitations on their customers have tried refilling Duffy bottles when they could get
them, hoping in this way to line their pockets. You can aid us to
stop this practice by breaking Duffy bottles when contents have
been used.
Da sure and get the genuine if in doubt examine your purchasesee that the seal over the cork is unbroken; the cork
should be new and perfect the name, "Duffy's Malt," is on each
side of the cork. Look for the original signature on the l;;ld
firm name and monogram blown in bottle. Break
,
v
the bottle when errraty and help us to prevent fraud.
;
Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey is sold by most My ,
druggists, grocers and dealers at $1.00 a large bot- - H
tie. Valuable medical booklet and doctor's advice I y;
sent free.
V;
The Duffy Malt Whiskey Co., Rochester, N. Y.
:.:-.-
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national cement products exhibltior
opened today for a ten days' engage
ment. An amazing variety ot use.
for cement and similar products isjl
lustrated at the show. , One of the ex
hibits that attracted most attentic
from the visitors ?oday was a large
concrete model of the Panama cana'
A cement court of honor with buee
oncrete statuary was another fea
ture of the exhibition that attracted
attention.
Men and women
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of Health Club Baking Pow-

.

.

-

der will do all that you could expect any baking powder to do no
matter what its price.

For Pies, Biscuits,

Cakes,

Waffles or Muffins for any kind of
home baking in fact you'll
find Health Club to be the

strongest, purest and most
economical Baking Powder obtainable at any price.

Order a trial can today for tomorrow's baking then judge.
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to the children as much like home as them. If it had been "Deep Sea Day"
possible and yet be fairly clean.
along the Jersey coast they could not
Unfortunately the extension, a few have turned out in greater number.
years ago, of the New York Central The governor of the state, one or two
railroad interfered with the grounds former governors and half a dozea
where the children play, and it was who aspire to be governors, together
partly because of this and partly be- with the judiciary, the New Jersey
cause the present home has grown delegation In congress, the members
much too small that Mr. Astor offered of the democratic state committee, the
last spring to purchase a new site editors who work with pen and toraia
for the farm and erect a suitable the year round to keep the democratic
building.
party in fighting trim in New Jersey
This new house is now being con all were there to' slake the hand o
structed and it is designed to accom- the first citizen of New jersey to be
modate 50 children. On the ground eolected to the presidency. Secretary
floor there are the big play room and Tumulty, himself a loyal New Jersey
dining room and onthe upper floors democrat, acted as master of cerethere are dormitories for the girls and monies. The marine band dispensed
boys, and a generous number of sleep music and waiters dispensed light reing porches. In all details, such as freshments. Altogether It was a proul
bath rooms, shower baths and heat- day for New Jersey.
ing arrangements, the bouse is quite
EUYING TO SAVE MONEY
perfect, and every room is so arrangBuying Foley's Honey and Tar Comed that it can be swept by fresh air
pound saves money because just a
and sunshine.
few dosea stops the cough and cold
is
new
home
The situation of tbe
and one bottle lasts a long time. It.
ideal. It stands back from the road, quickly heals raw and inflamed surin the midst of wide lawns that lead faces, stops tickling throat, harsh,
down through woods and glens to a raspinsc coughs, croup, hoarsen eca,
bronchial and la
coughs. O. G.
brook exactly right to paddle in by Schaefer and Redgrippe
Cross Drug Store.
summer and to skate upon by winter. Adv.
,

SubBcrlrie

Colda, constipations and "headache
are three common afflictions and relieving the constipation helps the
Use
cold and stops the headache.
Foley Cathartic Tablets because they
are very prompt and thoroughly
cleansing, with absolutely no unpleasant effects. A whole bottle full for
25 cents. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.
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FOR JERSEY
Washington, Feb. 13. The president and Mrs. Wilson and the Misses
PROUD

DAY

7

Wilson held a special reception at the
White House today in compliment to
New Jersey, their home state. It was
probably the first time In the history

v
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4
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e
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tumble lot they are, some on crutches, of the executive mansion that a recepsome with .braces;, all a bit pale and tion had been given there especially
haggard but romping on the swings for the people of one state. There was
all day long. Miss Lynch no room tp doubt that the Jerseyitea
and see-sasays that ehe wishes the farm to seem apreciated the honor, bentow.ed upoa

....

Vanish Away
having backache
rheumatism, stiff and swollen joints
are honestly glad to know that Foley
Kidney Pills are successful everywhere In driving out these I'ls. That
is because Foley Kidney Pills are a
true medicine and quickly effective In nothlne but the most beneficial botanies! is no ru'i "t all.
all diseases that result from weak, In- mnterinls. Po he tmre and s"t R. S. 8.
(, done at be farm to
pnfl avoid disnnnoinfmcnr,
.Ot a bottle
active kidneys and urinary irregularinnd wrlie for free arivir
to T'ie mne the life of the oMldrpn thfre
ties. O. O. Schaefer and Red Gross todn?
Swift Poeclflc Co., 222 Swift Bias., At.
Drug Store. Adv.
bappy. An idea'ly merry rowrh and
lanta, Ga.
Backache-Rheumatis-
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Though admittedly the greatest of
all things, charity varies In interest
and character according to the other
human qualities witn which it is mixed. A touch of "sense of duty" and its
countenance becomes dour; a suggestion of Pharisaism and it is a mockery; but when its source is in fellow
feeling and romance companions it, its
loveliness is complete.
There are, indeed, not many institutional charities which show this fortunate combination, but there is one
Holiday Farm for Convalescent
Children at
It was established by Miss Mary Morton with a sympathetic knowledge
that could have been, gained only from
the needs of her own life and its romance has recently culminated in the
engagement of Miss Helen Huntington to Mr. Vincent Astor. It is this,
and the fact that through the gift of
a new dormitory from Mr. Astor the
farm is about to' enter upon wider
fields of opportunity, which make its
story of Immediate interest.
Since they themselves were children
Miss Huntington and Mr. Astor have
been frequent visitors at Holiday
Farm, motoring over from their estates near Rhinscliff. They went
first to do such pleasant and simple
things as to help decorate tbe Christmas trees, or shoot off the Fourth of
July firecrackers, but of late they
have acted in the mor difficult roles
of directors, and have, been most
sympathetic members of that board.
That they have been in close touch
with the hearts of the children is evident in all their, minor contributions,
such as ice cream for Sundays and
holidays, games, toys and picture
books. It is not remarkable that when
Mr. Astor sought for some practical
charity to which he might make a
gift in memory of his father, John
Jacob Astor, he should have chosen
this one, since he knew so Intimately
vouch.
the value of lis work, and since his
Several members of the delegation
father bad himself been Interested in
from the Woman's club addressed the it.
council on the matter.
No charity founded as was Holiday
Farm could fail to be valuable. It did
A EANK FAILS
not grow out of any theory, nor out of
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 13. Traveling
any vague desire to better conditions;
Auditor Howell Earnest was asked to- it was
inspired in the mind of a little
day by Cashier W. J. Joyce to take girl scarcely older than the children
charge of the Bank of San Marcial at for whom It now cares, a little girl
San Marcial, Socorro county.
who believed that what was necessary
A run on the banfc was started this for her must be
necessary for every
morning, causing the cashier to close one. Miss Morton, who now lives In
the bank, and Assistant Traveling AuBoston, but who spent much of her
ditor L. B. Wooters left this evening childhood on her father's estate near
to take charge of the institution. Preswas the lit
ident Frank Johnson of the bank, Is tle
girl. All through her childhood
In California at the present time, and Miss Morton was
delicate, so delicate
it Is said that if he had been at home that with each severe season she was
he would have secured sufficient sup- hurried awav to milder regions. No
port to tide the bank over its difficul- one supposed that shg thought serities.
ously about her many trips, until, on
The bank of San Marcial was capi- one of them, she turned to her father
talized at $15,000.
Its last official with a
question which showed that
statement showed a total footing of her mind was
already busy puzzling
$07,000, of which $23,000 were deposover the problem that puzzles all the
its. There has been no intimation world. "What do you suppose the
that the bank was not solvent, and it little girls do who are ill and can't go
is not known what caused its difficulaway at all?" she asked. And when
ties.
she was grown she answered that
question for many of them herself.
Her answer was Holiday Farm.
PMftw.9 pirtifM'l
With the consent of her parents she
1
transformed tbe family property on
the high banks of the Hudson,, just
between Rhlnebeck and Rhinecliff,
In Any Form of Blood into the homo that fihe had dreamed
Trouble the Cure is Rapid. of in tier childhood. TThere could have
been no better location for it. The
very beauty of the surrounding country is enough to make sick people
foRPuaiEl
little sick
well again, particularly
people who in the spring can hunt the
wild flowers with which the woods
are scattered, picnic in the summer,
roam through the gray leaves in the
L
autumn and fight valiant battles with
An astonlshlne record of ierlotia Mrl
the snow balls of winter.
la
our
to
daily brought
poisoning
attention.
As its name implies. Holiday Farm
Ana most it not all these startling
calamities could be averted were the blood is not
for children who are desperatetoned
In
and
primed,
advance by
purified
that wonderful remedy known evervwhp
ly ill, but for those who are recovering
as 8. S. S. Few people realize bow quickly
the system becomes infected with the acids from severe illness, and who, when
and ferments from undigested food. con. discharged from the hospital, would
eUpation and Inactive klduoya.
otherwise have to return In a weakThe symptoms are fever, thirst, excitability, dry skin followed by rash, and ened condition to the unwholesome
many indications
wrongly diagnosed as
tenements. The
Ptomaine poisoning. This condition Is al- surroundings of the
most universal In all climates
and Is report of the farm njr 1912 states
quickly overcome by the action of S. S. 8.
bat of the 222 children received from
The medicinal properties of 8. S. S. are
relatively just as esentlal to well balanced 'he Poosevelt, Believue, ITarlem St.
health as are the nutritive properties of
jTtholomew's, Couveneur and other
the meats, grains, fats and sugars of our
dally food. And If yon will bear this fact hf.snltnls, 57? were returned to the
In mind and Rot your blood under the
tit? well, and only ten were pot imdominating Influence of 13. 8. 8. yoa will
not only drive out those Impurities that proved at all. Usually onlv i i'dren
cause Rheumatism, Catarrh, Eczema, Pim
between tbe apes C" 3 and 1? are
ples, Bolls and turn anemic blood, but yon
but vnrtw tho Hiirtiv mutiny
anew
the
feel
of
will
thrill
health that
can come only from a purified blood stream. ment. of M'ss Ada CT. T,ynh. the prad-iiptDo not accept anfttilmt else In place of
In choree, rules are not
8. S. 8.: pay no an?ntiim to the "Just as
Good" claims of those who would
too strictly Interpreted. As to tba
8.
your health to mnke an extra profit.
P. 8. eonrntns no minerals, no crmle rtriiCT, Wtri of tinte a child may stay, there
Silver City, N. M., Feb. 13. The
sentiment in favor of a clean and
sanitary Silver City, fostered and
fanned into flame by the Silver City
Woman's club, bore its first fruit last
night when tho city council appointed
an expert to make a complete sanitary
survey of the city and report all
nuisances found, together with suggestions as to their abatement. This
position has been offered to Mr.
Crafts, who is better qualified for
such a position than most men In the
United States. Mr. Crafts was a sanitary inspector for the United States
government on the canal zone for
nine years and is thoroughly familiar
with every phase of the question.
Silver City is not an unhealthy
town. Owing to climate and the germicidal qualities of the almost constant sunshine the town has never suffered from a serious epidemic of any
kind. At the same time it is essential to the development of the town
as a great health resort that it be
more than usually clean and sanitary.
Very important in this connection is
that the town be free from flies, and
this can only be accomplished by careful observance of strict sanitary conditions.
Finally the whole matter
depends upon, very general public
sentiment, and this must be developed
and sustained by the energetic mem
bers of the Woman's club. If the
people demand a sanitary town, the
authorities will provide it.
The question was brought to a
focus by the presentation last evening
of a very largely signed petition to
the city council by the Woman's club.
Dr. Loewy, city health officer, was
present and gave a .description of
conditions in. the town and advised
the appointment of a sanitary officer.
He recommended Mr. Crafts, with
whom he had been associated in Pan
ama and for whose ability he could
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Whatever the' results may be the
campaign is certain to be of the "red
It is said that Mr. Palmer was in- hot" variety, and because of the naduced to become a candidate for tba tional issues involved, will be the most
watched in the country.
democratic nomination solely upon clos(-lthe representation that President Wilson believed him to be the man with
the best chance of defeating Senator EAT CABBAGE, FISH
Penrose. The president is reported
to have told him that the supreme
SAUSAGE, NEff BRFAB
issue of the Pennsylvania campaign
this year should be the defeat of
Penrose, who represents the old sysDIGESTS
DIAPEPSIN"
tem of reaction, and for which he 'PAPE'S
WHEN
FOOD
STOMACH
CAN'T
stands almost alonei in the senace as
CURES INDIGESTION
the last notable representative.
The hostility of the progressive
Do some foods you eat hit back-ta- ste
wing of the republican party may
good, but work badly; ferment
prove a greater stumbling block in the
into
stubborn
lumps and cause a sick,
path of Senator Penrose's race for re! sour,
stomach? Now, Mr. or
gassy
of
election than the open opposition
Mrs. Dyspeptic, jot this down: Pape's
the democrats and the progressives.
Diapepsin digests everything, leaving
are
The
republicans
nothing to sour and upset you. There
preaching the doctrine that it would never was
anything so safely quick, so
be far better for the future of the
effective. No difference how
certainly
party if they brought about the deyour stomach is disordered you
feat of the senator rather than leave badly
will get happy relief in five minutes,
and
to
democrats
prothe
the task
but what pleases you most is that it
gressives. By so doing, they argue,
and regulates your stomstrengthens
out
of the
they would take the wind
ach so you can eat your favorite foods
sails of the Roosevelt followers who
without fear.
are charging that the progressives in
Most remedies give you relief somethe republican ranks are merely aid- times
they are slow, but not sure.
ing and abetting the old crowd of
"Pape's Diapepsin" is quick, positive
reactionaries.
;
and puts your stomach in a healthy
These republicans declare that un- condition
to the misery won't came
less they unhorse Penrose in the pri- back.
maries, Palmer or Pinchot will win
You
feel different as soon as
the November senatorial election.
"Pape's
Diapepsin" comes in contact
They claim that they can carry the with the stomach distress Just vanstate for a republican candidate if ishes
your stomach gets sweet, no
Penrose is defeated at the primaries. gases, no
belching, no eructations of
The democratic leaders figure that
food, your head clears and
undigested
with the republican vote divided, Pal- you feel fine.
mer, with his record,' should be able
Go now, make the best Investment
to capture more than 400,000 votes,
you ever made, by getting a large fif
sufficient to win the election.
case of Pape's Diapepsin from
any drug store. You realize in five
minutes how needless it is to suffer
from indigestion, dyspepsia or any
stomach disorder. Adv.
Penrose and his retirement from
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GIFT TO FARM
FOR KIDDIES

FLIES

indi-

Some bitter facBenatorship.
tional fights are coming over the govstate
ernorship and the control of the
mere
will
be
these
but
administration,
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is only natural that the simplest
of ailments should be the most general, and bo we have a whole nation
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Laxative That Will
Bring Safe and Pleasant Relief
Over Night

Philadelphia, Feb. 13 The past
week has Been the completion of the
in
lineup for the coming campaign
are
the
and
people
Pennsylvania,
ready for one of the greatest political
battles in the state's history. The
chief contest will be over the United
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The Golden Staff cf Life
Bread is the staff of life and golden-broa tlixtiic
ks most delicious and healthful form.
There's no use trying to demonstrate or even t.) i.n; "pu
that ordinary toast is as good as electric t.i'-t-.
la
ordinary toast it is very difficult to avoid burning the
and burnt bread is something very very different from the
crisp and delicate toast made by the cle.m t'.ec t ic hi at i i'
brt-ad-

?
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Radiant Tcr.iltr

The electric toaster enables you to Ii,w p ''-'-t
any time without the fuss and bother of buiM i
smoking up the house. There is not!
for an Electrical Christmas Gift.
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solution of the problem; and is
not this the way Americans feel about
such things? Would any American
sea!
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SOCIAL SERVICE CONFERENCE
Raleigh, N. C, Feb. 13. Public
health, education, morals and a wide
variety of other problems relating to
the welfare of the people of North

10 ASS1

grafter hesitate when the error of his
ways was pointed out and it was suggested that ho had better take cyanide or bichloride of mercury? He
would not hesitate at least not for
mora than SO years or so. Kansas
'
City Journal.

Editor.
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Carolina are being discussed at the
State Social Service conference, which
assembled in this city today for a
three days' session.' In the large and
representative attendance, the promi
nence of the speaKera and the im
portance of the subjects scheduled for
consideration, the conference probably never has been equalled by any
similar conference held in the south.
Governor Craig called the gathering
to order this morning and delivered
the opening address. During the day
the conference discussed the negro
problem and the needs of the rural
communities. .Subsequent sessions of
the conference will be devoted to the
discussion of prison reform, the tu
berculosis problem, city and town
of the churches,
planning,
schools as social centers, neighbor
hood improvement, and the reduction
of adult illiteracy.
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In boosting the candidacy of a Hiawatha newspaper man tor the postof-fic- e
Santa Fe, Feb. 13. The new Mexico
1n his town, a Kansas paper as- board
of exposition managers nas just
EaBt
at
at
tba
Entered
postoffice
serts that he can write longer edi- completed arrangements for the pub&s Vegas, New Mexico, for trana-fessio- n torials than any other man in the lication of a book on New Mexico with
through the United Spates state. This, it may .be said, is zero D. R. Lane, a well known
newspaper
toaiis as eeconJ das matter.
in boosts. Or else the friendly, news- man of Albuquerque, and E. A. Koeh-le- r
paper took it for granted that everyJr., of Los Angeles, who has had
body has read Mark Twain's eloquent much experience in the compilation
OF
SUBSCRIPTION
TERMS
and comprehensive explanation of the of works of this kind. As the book is
Dally, by Carrier
to be compiled and printed without
1
M why of a long oditorial.
Copy
J5 This explanation, which any news- expense to the state, the hoard of
gne Week
.
.65 paper men should be pardoned for re- managers is much pleased to have
tf)se Month
7.50
producing once in a while, appears completed this arrangement.
Year
Ute
in Twain's "Roughing It." He was
The book will be extensively and
Daily, by Mall
out
in Virginia City, a leading re- beautifully
$6.00
One year (In advance).
illustrated, and 25,000
. 3.00 porter on the leading paper. One day copies will be at the disposal of the
Months (In advance)
7.50 the editor went away for a week, and exposition board, ft will be rememOne Year (in arrears)
. 3.75 left Mark Twain In charge, with the bered that in 1904 a similar volume
Kx Months (in arrears)
duty of writing the editorials. After was issued by the bureau of immigraone day of it he fell back on the ency- tion, which did a large amount of
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
clopedia and finally was driven to re- good In attracting home seekers and
GROWER
investors. The volume for the
12.00 sign. Then he wrote:
Dtie Year
"Nobody, except he who has tried lifornia
exposition at San Diego
1.00
Months
it, knows what it is to be an editor. It will cover the resources, attractions
is easy to scribble local rubbish, with and advantages of each county in. de
(Cash In Advance for Mall
the facts all before you; it is easy to tail and consecutive order. The staSubscriptions)
clip selections from other papers; It tistics will be official and accurate
Remit by check, draft or money is easy to string out a
correspondence and will be read by the board before
wder. If sent otherwise we will not from any locality, hut it is unspeak- final approval. The chapters on each
fee responsible for loss.
able harship to write editorials. Sub- county will be ibouud separately for
Bpectmen copies free on application jects are the trouble the dreary lack distribution and the publishers will
of them, I mean. Every day it is place themselves in touch with the
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT drag, drag, drag think and worry and authorities of each section, chambers
suffer all the world is a dull blank, of commerce and other civic organizaEXPIRATION OF TIME
and yet the editorial column must be tions and will make personal trips to
PAID FOR
filled. Only give the editor a ''subject each county and town in the state. It
and his work Is done it is no trouble is certain that the volume will be the
Advertisers are guaranteed the to
write it up but fancy how you most comprehensive and accurate relargest dally and weokly circulation would feel if
you had to pump your view of New Mexico's industries and
of any newspaper in northern New brains'
every
dry
day in the week, f2 development thus far issued and will
JHoxlco.
weeks in the year. It makes one low- - prove an invaluable means of adverspirited to think of it. The matter tising the etate.
Work on the book will be begun
that each editor of a daily paper in
TELEPHONES
Main 2 America writes in the course of a immediately as the 25,000 copies for
business Office
Mcwi Department .,
....Main 9 year would fill from four to eighty the board are to be delivered before
columns like this book. Fancy January 1, 1915.
CI...
"!
; bulky
what a library an editor's work would
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 13, 1914.
The Best Cough Medicine
make after 20 or 20 years' service.
"I have used Chamberlain's Cough
Yet people often, marvel that Dickever since I have been keep
INFLUENCE OF EXAMPLE ens, Scott, Bulwer, Dumas, etc., have Remedy
ing house," says L. C Hames, of Marbeen able to produce so many books. bury, Ala. "I consider it one of the
See what a good example will lead If these authors had wrought as vol- Ibest remedies I ever used. My chilit works
f
Half a century or more ago Am- - uminously as newspaper editors do dren have all taken it and
a charm. For colds, and whoop,like
rica opened (lie gates which shut in the result, would be something to mar- ing cough it is excellent" For sale
.'aran from the outside world, and vel at, indeed. How editors can con- by all dealers. Adv.
.'2,an has never ceased to express Its tinue this tremendous labor, this ex$2,000,000 FOR CAM
fc'i'.uiuide therefor. One by one Amer hausting consumption of brain fiber
The magnitude of the big Elephant
ican customs have been adopteii by (for their work is creative and not
the island empire. The samurai have mere mechanical laying up of facts, Butte irrigation project and the eart.xfstd away and in their stead has like reporting), day after day and year nestness with which the engineers in
charge of its construction are pushing
f ::.e a nation of Occidentalized Orien-- after year, is incomprehensible. iha
worl.-- 1s shown in a statement lust
Preachers
take two months' holiday
ais. steadily imitating the best there
j issued by E. II. Baldwin,
the engineer
is In the institutions of both America in midsummer, for they find that to
in
construction.
the
of
charge
two
sermons a week Is wear
end Europe.
produce
Nearly $3,000,000, or to be exact, $2,.
The latest incident in illustration Is ing in the long run. In truth, it must
has been allotted by the rec742,000
the action of the Japanese people in be so and is so; and, therefore, how
commission for work on the
lamation
an
editor
can
take
and
ten
from
to twenty
demanding the
storming the diet
dam during the curresignation of the government because texts and build upon them from ten Elephant Butte
The
rent
expenditure of this
year.
to
fjf the discovery of graft In awarding
twenty editorials a week and keep
much for the
certain naval contracts. This national it up all the year round Is farther be amount of money means
in the way of actual and tame-dia- t
state
diet must not be confused wjth the yond comprehension than ever. Ever
results and still more in the ul
' i'.3 foodstuff of the littlo brown since I survived my week as editor I
benefits that will accrue from
timate
hare found at least one pleasure in
men, nor must this upnsng be
of the work.
the
completion
with any bread riot. Nothing any newspaper that comes to my
Mr. Baldwin's statement is as folof the sort. It is simply the rising hand; it is in admiring the long col lows :
c' the Japanese en masse and collec-'ivel- umns of editorial and wondering to "This office has been advised by the
against grafting public off- myself how in the mischief he did it" reclamation commissioner that the Elo
icials just as such riots frequently
ephant Butte storage project has been
occur in this country. The fierce
allotted
$2,472,000 for work on the
IN THE
which Americans so often "THE
Elephant Butte dam and auxiliary feamanifest when their money is stolen
tures during the current year.
y men in places of trust Is the model
COMING "This allottment indicates the desire
tiler which the Japanese demonstraof the commission to hasten the comtion was patterned. They have heard
pletion of the dam and will enable
fcow immaculate is the integrity of THE DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE AN
those in charge of its construction
P'iViic officials in this country and how
NOUNCES A GOOD ATTRAC
to continue the present policy of push
TION FOR FEBRUARY 25
eters'y the American people demand
ing the work on all features as much
absolute honesty from their servants.
is consistent with economy.
A striking advertisement that goes
They read the newspapers and know
'There is so much uncertainty con
that not for several hours has a pu- the average one "better. ;s the an nected with the dam construction on a
bic or private trust been betrayed. nouncement used
by "Thi Girl in the large and erratic rlyer, with continual
They know that the very suspicion of "art' It reads "Guaar.ieel to grow danger from floods.' that a statement
wrong-doinwould excite the Amer teu;hs where they never grew be- as to the probable height of the dam
ican people to an outburst of right- fore." This is an actual happening: on a certain date would mean nothing.
eous Indignation that would be heard V.'lule the show was .u 1 1'
lg Ju Par"'', However, those Interested are assured
done
la the next room.
t certh'u political man of gay ,1'aree, that everything possrme will be extort
The Japanese are great students of who always appep-i- d
with a, chronic to hasten Its completions An
tustory and they are familiar with the srouch, v. as Invited te see this 'com-prt- y will be made to have;
illustrious example which has been, set
q replied
th it comedy or canacity for the summer of 1915, and
them for ao many years by the peo laughter did not appeal to. him. After while the largest force it is consistent
ple of this country. What more nat hard coaxing he agreed to. attend the to. work win be employed, the fact
crah therefore, than that with this theater that evening. He sat partly that economy Is practically as Impor
example before them the Japanese through the first act motionless; at tant as epeed will not be overlooked
proletariat should rise p in its might the end of it he showed signs of a
'To use the amount allotted for
and demand that grafting officials smile. The second act brought a laugh, this season's work on the Elephant
tmculd resign. "The East is East and then come more and at tho end bur Butte dam I not so great a problem
the West is West," but the Influence friend was screaming as hard as any- aa it Is to make a showing commen
of a good example ia not geographical. one In the audience. There were sev surate with the expenditure of such a
TWas it not from this
country that eral curtain calls and when h$ return vast sum."
the Japanese borrowed the cystem ed to normal; his first remark was,
which impelled a delegation of
s
"By Ceorge, I have been asleep all of
rhimhrriiln't Couah Remedy.
to wait zfon one e! those same my life I have Just waked up I will
Rev. Jame A. Lewis. MHaca. Minn
ic.rafi.lns ofnotala referred to and po- be here again tomorrow night." This writes: "Chamberlain's vonw
and welcome
litely request Urn to ewamit the hon- - excellent comedy will be offered with
Wiflu as mucn po- - Georgia Faulkner and the same New guost in our homo for a number .of
mi bara-kin- ?
vear&.I highly recommend It to my
3 illness
s firowss it was
point. York cast at the Duncan opera house, fellows as being a medicine worthy of
)it V t thUt
';.
9
bad
February 23. A number of catchy trial in cases of colds, coughs and
vpm tba v belli cotiuiry. The musical iiil a are introduced the croup.' Give Chamberlain's Couch
trial and we are confident
mero Dumber of yen or sn bs giole wt&Jiia Mod.
Puttlns it all to
effectual and
vou
find
will
W'.ltml hot. He had proved faith- - gether "The Girl In the Taxi" is about continue to use itit asvery
occasion requires
5
? to hisi trust, mid
of
best
If
as
the
than
hot
better
every Jj.tiJin.ese
good.
for years to come, as many others
.
Kara-Mii!'p'i!':i-(vl'3s the lot;- - tho eeawm'g offerings- have done. For sale hy au dealers.
c!ti-a.cu-
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GLOBE
SAN

FRANCISCO
GROUNDS WILL
8TARTING-POIN-

AWValentine

EXPOSITION
BE

THE

the daintiest remembrance of the year.

Aeronauts

The slightest token gives pleasure, why
not give something that will endure for a
longer time?

T

San Francisco, Feb.

13.

from all the civilized nations, of the
globe, with every standard type of
aircraft driven by motgrs, will par

ticipate in an aerial race around the
world, which will be a feature of the
sporting events to be held during the
Internaperiod of the Panama-Pacifi- c

Everyone likes something in jewelry,
Perhaps a Gold Filigree Beauty Pin, a
Cameo Lavalher or a Ring'and if a true
Valentine any piece of jewelry in Amethyst

tional exposition.
Three hundred thousand dollars, the
largest prize fund ever offered for
any sporting event in history, will be
offered to the aeronauts who participate in the stupendous contest. This
A scald, burn, or severe cut heals may be Increased later.
slowly If neglected. The family that
The race, the climax of all the
keeps a bottle of BALLARD'S SNOW world's
aeronautic activities, is to
LINIMENT on hand is always prepared for such accidents. Price 25c, start from the grounds of the Panama-Pacifi- c
Sold by Cen
5,0c and $1.00 per bottle.
exposition in May, 1915, and
tral Drug Co. Adv.
must be finished within 90 days, according to the tentative plans submitted to the Pacific Aero club, repLARGE AUDIENCE FOR
resentative of the Aero Club of America, which is the American division of
THE LINCOLN PHOGRAII the ' Federation Aeronautique Inter-

nationale,

Something for the table may please the
wife, a stick pin or cuff links for the men.
Sentiment and giving go hand in hand,
We will assist you in your selection at

Taupert's

i;

Thus the fight becomes the most
PATRIOTIC EXERCISES AT THE tremendous aerial drama ever played.
The start will be made from San
NORMAL YESTERDAY WERE
WELL ; ATTENDED... ,
Francisco and the finish must be
made1 in that city. ,); !. .
The program 'given yesterdily after
The route lies across the Sierra-Nevad-a
noon at the New Mexico Normal Unimountains, thence by way of
versity, when the public schools com- - Reno to Cheyenne, thence either to
bined with the Normal for the cele Kansas City, St. Louis or Chicago,
bration of Lincoln's birthday, was im- and on to New York city. Here the
pressive and largely: attended. nThe route turns up the Atlantic coast to
G. A. R. members were
guests of Belle Isle, a small point between New'
honor.
foundland and Labrador. Here the
The program was patriotic in char- flight across the broad expanse of the
acter and the music and other feat- Atlantic begins, with Cape Farewell.
ures were especially well presented. Greenland, 610 miles away, as the goal.
The speech delivered by Frank Lan
This is not an impossible flight, as
dau on the subject of "Lincoln" was is proved by the accomplishment of
one that will be remembered by all Garros, the French aviator who recentwho heard it. It was an address that ly flew GOO miles over the Mediterwould have done credit to a much ranean sea from Cannes, France, to
older person.
Tunis, Africa.
The program was as follows.
From Cape Farewell the route will
Hymn, "America."
traverse the Atlantic ocean again for
Invocation The Rev, Norman Skin a distance of 670 miles to Reykjavik,
ner.
Iceland. The next stop is at StornPantomime Eighth Grade Pupils away, in the Hebrides, off the west
of Town of Las Vegas. (The pupils coast of Scotland, a distance of 570
'
D. L.
sang "Tell Me Winged Winds.-miles, and here the entire Atlantic
Bland was at the piano and was as will have been traversed.
sistedi by Miss Alma Bland and Miss
The flight is then over well travEthel Garrett.)
eled air lands, which run by way of
Declamation, Lowell's "Commemor Edinburgh, London, Paris, Berlin,
ation Ode" Chella Van Petten.
Warsaw, St. Petersburg, Moscow, and
Song. "Land of Freedom, Land of then, with the Transsiberian railway
Fortune" Normal Glee Club.
as a guide, through European and AsOration, "Lincoln' Frank E. Lan- iatic Russia. Thence down Into Manl'
dau.
churia, past Vladivostok to Corea over
"Slumber
Song" Ruth Con the Japan sea to Kobe and Tokio, and
Solo,
rad.
thence north to Kamchatka.
Reading, "My Captain, O, My Cap
From Kamchatka onward the air
tain" Mrs. Elmer E. Veeder.
traveler has a choice or routes. His
Duet, "With Courage and Faith" course may lie up through the East
Miss Iva Mark- (Meyerbeer-Silver- )
Cape country of Asia, which is sepham and Miss Chell Crozier.
arated from North America by only
Hymn, "Columbia, the Gem of the 30 miles. Or it may turn east at
Ocean."
Kamchatka to the Commander islands
Closing Post Commander F. E. and by way of the Aleutian islands to
...
Oliiey.
Alaska.
There is no gip in the Pacific) ocean here more than 200 miles
r,at in thn stomach or bowels Is a wide.
disagreeable symptom of a torpid
From the coast of Alaska the route
liver. To get rid of it quickly take
HERBINE.
It is a marvelous liver runs south to Vancouver and Seattle,
stimulant and bowel purifier. Price and back to the starting point on the
,0c Sold by central urug kaj aqv. exposition grounds at. San Francisco.
, It Is
expected that San Francisco
will eee such a gathering of aircraft
TOMORROW IS THE and airfolk as have never before come
together in the world. Although the
Zeppelin dirigible balloons are rarely
DAY TO SEND IT permitted to leave Germany, it Is fairly certain that one or more of these
huge craft will be entered in the race.
France will unquestionably send
THE
MISSIVE
TENDER
THAT
some of Its splendid dirigibles. There
BASHFUL YOUTH HAS BEEN
at all the
is every reason to believe
AFRAID TO DISPATCH
powers of the world having
Tomorrow Is the occasion set aside
equipment will send official repmiliby the "world for observance of St. resentatives from among their
The
aeronauts.
prinnaval
lad
and
Valentine's Day. Every lovelorn
tary
will send a more or less pretty, Valen-tiu- e cipal craft ,an4. fliers outside. America
The city will come .from, .Gerniany, v, Austria,
.bo his .sweetheart,.
schools'
observed the day ilf this .BeisluttC, Holland,' '.'Spain, Jtaly.
Japan,
Russia,.
afternoon, y allowing the pupils to
have Valentine boxea and glva out the Sweden,. Norway and Switzerland,..
to ' thelf
In ' addition to the aeronauts and
pretty colored Tia.stebdrd"
'
friends.
their entourage the event will unThere are many different theories doubtedly draw every scientific and
as to the exact origin of the custom military man who is interested In
However, the celebration of St. Valen- aeronautics. The preparation and the
tine's Day may be a survival of a result of this contest will have a
custom of the ancient days in connec great effect upon the science and the
tion with' the ancient festival of the military art of aviation; in fact, It
Lupercalis, celebrated In the month of will have a tremendous significance
February. This custom Is closely sim- in every department of human life,
ilar to the one In vogue at the present
Preceding the race itself it Is plan
time in that names of young women ned to hold a week's meet on the Pan
were placed In a box and drawn by ma Pacific International
exposition
the men, aa chance directed. This grounds. During three days of this
and
custom was followed in other coun- meet there will Fbe contests
tries. Young men were expected to sports in which tho entrants in the
remain fatlhful to their "Valentines" great race will be put through a series of qualifying tests. During the
during the entire year.
last, four days of the meet an abso
WANTED Clean cotton rag
luie'.y novel program will be arrang-ed.-- i
It will consist of an aerial mill- Optlo offlce.
,

r

tary contest, in which It is planned
to invite the troops in the vicinity of
the exposition to participate. It is
hoped that the fliers of all nations
will take part in one of the most
novel sham battles ever held. A total of $25,000 In prize money has been
set aside for this preliminary week
alone.

Aviators have long discussed the
aeroplane
project of
tours. The great distance already
negotiated under the most difficult
circumstances indicate that an aeroplane tour of the world is only a
question of adequate arrangements
for oil, relays, etc., and that it has
not already been done is simply a
question of cost
Brindejone made the journey from
Paris to Warsaw. Russians have
flown from Odessa to Moscow. The
American continent has been traversed. Daucert reached Mount Taurus,
3,000 miles from Paris, on a flignt to
the Pyramids and then, in a hurricane, Irreparably smashed his apparatus.
Vedrins, who recently reached Vienna in a flight toward an unknown destination, has announced that he will
probably continue his flight to Lake
Tchad, in Central Africa, or to Australia, 10,000 miles away. Stoeffler
in his flight ending at Mulhausen,
Germany, covered 1,375 miles; Janior
from Stamps to St. Petersburg covered 1,239 miles.
The organization of the flight is in
the hands of Mr. Arnold Kruckman,
well known among aeronautical people throughout the world as an expert
technical critic. For several years in
New York Mr. Kruckman was secretary of the Aeronautical society, the
round-the-worl-

d

oldest scientific organization of its
kind in America. He organized the
first cross country flight in America,
made by Glenn H. Curtiss from Albany to New York over the Hudson
river.
Mr. Kruckman will shortly start on
a trip around the world over the
course of the flight in order to blaze
the way for the aeronauts and to sea
is afforded by
that every'
the various nations to speed them on
their way in safety.
In order that the greatest scientific
advantages may result from the
aviation contest the
governments of the various nations
will be invited to appoint national
commissions for counsel and suggestion.
These national commissions
will, in turn, form an international
body which will preserve the important data gathered.
The trip will be made under the
supervision of the World Federation
of Aeronautical organizations, which
has jurisdiction of all sporting activities in the air. The various governments will be invited to patrol the
Atlantic in order to render assistance
to the aircraft if help is needed. The
"United States, Japan and Russia will
be invited to patrol the course over
n
the Pacific. Over the
course, the most dangerous part of
the route, the Russian government
will be asked to throw troops in desolate spots so. that if a man comes
down he may be aided.
Under the- - rules of the Federation
Aaeronautique Internationale, which
is composed of aeronautical bodies in
every civilized country, certain places
must be designated as central points.
round-the-worl-

Trans-Siberia-

STYLE STYLE
Constantly changing, and more of it every day.

aero-nautic-

ia.

;

Eng-Franc- e,

THERE ABE VAGARIES
in dress this season as in the past; and there is
also a rare opportunity for expret. '.n i':e
and furthermore the xlretniit will

easily find the sty& to gratify h;r tasi .but
whatever the dress derire may be, there is
ways just the proper answer to be found in our
ready-to-wegarment department. Your figure will show the lines of fashion if clothed in
the garments shown only by
ar
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CABARET SHOW

PERSONALS

two-step-

SUCCESSFUL

Mrs. Ollie Shearer, midwife. Hotel
fiomalne. Adv.
A. W. Wiest of Wagoa Mound came

AFFAIR

in last night for a short stay in Las

Vegas.
C. I). Black Mora coma in last night
CLUB GIVES DELIGHTfrom his ranch for a few days' busi- WOMAN'S
YESENTERTAINMENT
FUL.
ness visit
TERDAY EVENING

James Whitmore left this afternoon
for his ranch at Park Springs tor a

ehort visit
John Jack, a commercial man from
Chicago, was a business visitor in
Las Vegas today.
P. W. Buret of Pueblo, Colo., was a
business visitor here today. He rep
resents a tent firm.
O. L. Ward arrived in Las Vegas
afternoon from Trinidad for a
short business visit
J. M. Harris, the new Baptist
preacher, arrived in Las Vegas this
afternoon from Pennsylvania.
Joe Danziger left this afternoon for
Roswell, where he is to be wedded to
Miss Julia Jaffa on February 18.
Mrs. M. R. Williams Teturned this
afternoon from Raton, where she has
been for the past few days, visiting
friends.
Mrs' Frank Dearth of Albuquerque
is in Las Vegas visiting for several
weeks as the guest of Mrs. Arthur
Langston.
Mr. and Mrs. H. V. Benisch of Den
ver have arrived in Las Vegas for a
short visit on their way home from
Kan Francisco.
Mrs. W. J. Kelley, mother of Bert
Kelley, formerly of this city, passed
through here this afternoon on her
'way to, Denver from California.
t,
Richard A. Morley and H. E.
estate
real
the two Chicago
men, left for their home last night
after having been here on business
relative to the irrigation project north
of this city.
Captain W. B. Brunton of Shoemaker left this afternoon for his home.
He was in Las Vegas to attend the
Lincoln Day exercises at the Normal
He is a member of the
"University.
local G. A. R. and was one of the hon-o- r
yes-ierda- y

Over-etree-

gue-its- .

Charles B. Hawkes and Marden G.
Scott, the rival candidates to succeed
James M. Lynch as president of the
International
Typographical union,
are both members of the famous "Big
Six" union of New York city. The
election will be decided by a referendum vote of the entire membership
of the organization in May.
A ruling of the Oregon "Vvelfare
"Commission, now in effect, prescribes
a minimum wage of $S.25 a week for
women employed in industrial occupations in the state of Oregon, and
fixes 51 hours as the maximum time
may be employed in any one

they

week.

Every postoffice in the United
States would be made an employment
agency in which a list of cities where
.labor is wanted would be kept, under
a bill which congress will be urged
to pass by the Eight Hour League of
America.

FJew Way to i..

Dumplings

.v..

Served With Hard Sauce or Cream

and Sugar
Mrs.
Janet McKenzie Hill, Editor of
JBy
the Boston Cooking School Magazine
Here is a new way to tnnke apple
Samplings that will surely please every
housewife, for it is Hot necessary to
have whole apples, and the juice cannot
mn out and burn as with apple dumplings where the apple is placed in the
center and the dough turned npround
it. The biscuit part forms a crispy
hell that holds the apples and juice.
81

(1
v.

K C Apple

One and one-haScaspoonful salt;

Dumpling's

cups sifted four;
level teaspoonfuls
C Baking Powder;
cup shortening; about cup milk; apples.
Fill the cups of a buttered muffin pan
with pared and sliced apples, sprinkle
lf

Ji

3

with salt and turn two or three
of water into each cup. Sift
together, three times, the flour, salt and
taking powder; work in the shortening,
and mix to a soft dough with the milk.
Drop the dough from a spoon with the
apples intheenps, givingit a smooth exminterior. Let bake about twenty-fiv- e
utes. Invert the pan on a large serving-disPut a spoon ful of hard sauce above
the apple in each dumpling and finish
with a T ati ng of nu tuieg.
ls

h.

This is only one of themnnynew.delieioasond
STO'elizini? reci- - contained in tile K C Cook"i

3ick. which tmiy h? obtained free by sending
the colored certificate packed in every
can of K C Baking Powder to the Jaoueb Mi'O.
Co., Cliicaeo, Be sure to net the 2cent zm
fTriBllereausdouot cvmtaiu Cook's liook ccr--

Don't You Believe It
Some say that chronic constipation
mirari TVin't trAll ttaliava it
pannnr

Chamberlain's Tablets have cured
others why not you? .Give tnem a
Two desirable 'ends; were attained trial Thev cost only a Quarter. For
sale by all dealers. Adv.
by the Woman's club through the
Comthe
medum of "the party gven at
mercial club rooms last night: admir
able entertainment was furnished the
large crowd present and a, goodly
sum was raised for charitable pur-

CURTAIN TO RISE

"

poses.

The early part of the evening was
devoted to cards.. There were over
30 tables, each presided over by a,
member of the Woman's club. The
three couples seated at each table
were allowed to designate their own
games, and every kind of card game,
from Bridge to Five Hundred, was
enplayed. While the players were
servhostesses
the
joying themselves
ed them with delicious punch.
The big surprise of the evening occurred at 10 o'clock, when Judge Da
vid J. Leahy, who had been asked by
the ladies to make the announce
ments, declared that a cabaret per
formance was about to be given. A
room was
space in the center of the
cleared and four couples came danc
and
ing in to demonstrate the steps
various figures of the tango. These
themselves to
young people showed,
"new"
dances, ana
the
in
be expert
of
thev Droved that these innovations
as
proper,
are
entirely
Terpsichore
well as beautiful, when done correcuy.
was
When the dance was ended there
same
young
The
of
applause.
a burst
of the program,
people, at the close
danced the famous Hesitation. Waltz,
beautiful
which proved to be Just as
someas the tango, though evidently
difficult.
more
what
dancThe young people who did the
and
Cunningham
Helen
ing were Miss
CunMr. Herbert Clark, Miss Louise
Miss
ningham and Mr. Cecil Boucher,
Blood,
Orrin
Mr.
and
Helen Kelly
Mr.
Miss Caroline Greenberger and
Cluxton
Miss
Marguerite
Lee Gerard.
music
played the tango and hesitation
dances
these
of
Both
for the dancing.
and
require especially adapted music,musiMiss Cluxton, an accomplished
exact time and
cian, furnished the
The
young people
needed.
rythm
seemed to enjoy the dancing, which,
more like
however, is a great deal
would
suppose. It is
work than one
been practic
have
thev
that
.0rtprt
several
days for the
for
faithfully
ing
the modern
of
public demonstration
dances.
Following the dancing a delightfully
snappy minstrel show was staged by
Mrs. Hallett Raynolds, Mrs. Edward
Raynolds and Mrs. Frank Manzanares.
While Miss Rebecca Henriquez played
a quio kstep, the minstrels, attired in
tall silk hats, full dress coats and
white skirts, danced into the room.
coon
They sang a number of catchy
of jokes
number
a
and
sprung
songs
which were of the vintage of 1914.
"
Several local society folk were
dea
made
show
The minstrel
cided hit, and the ladies, who staged
it as a surprise, showed a remarkable talent
Mrs. Ben Strickfaden, a reader of
ability, recited a delightfully humorous selection descriptive of the pranks
and misfortunes of a small boy and
the efforts of his feminine supervisor to punish him, which usually resulted in her heart melting and the
boy being forgiven and fed upon the
best strawberry preserves. Mrs Strickenunciation and a
faden has
win her auwhich
manner
pleasing
as she be
as
soon
dience's attention
to
speak.'
gins!
The Miases Lucy and Marie Clem
ent, who are good singers, good dan
cers and good lookers, were the next
to appear. They sang "Take Me to
the Cabaret" and "Where Did You
Get that Girl? scoring a" tremendous
hit. In ythe- - last named song tney
"fussed" some of the men terrlbiy by
stopping id front of them and Inquir
ing, to the music of the song, "Where
did toif'cet' iliat erirl.' oh you" lucky
devil?"'. The audience could have enjoyed more of the Clements' enter
tainment, in fact, it demanded it. but
they did not respond to an encore.
Miss Cluxton ' played the accompani
ment.
Mrs. Arthur Hfeld- - sang "Dream
Days," a pretty song that has just the
right amount of sentiment. Mrs.
feld has a sweet, fresh voice that one
likes to hear. - It ta strange that it If
not heard more often at public functions.- After her appeaarnee of la?'
night there is little doubt but that
the demand will be so insistent thshe will be compelled to sing fr'
quently.
Following the cabaret program
dancing was enjoyed, several musicians volunteering to play. Mrs, F
L. Myers, Miss Rebecca Henriquez
"kid-died.-

Charles W. Eliot, president
emeritus of Harvard university, is of
the opinion that the present industrial
warfare can be ended only by profit
sharing and the elimination of the
labor unions.
Dr.

and Miss Cluxton furnished the waltzs
to which the crowd
es and
hesitated or tangoed. There were
mighty few people seen doing the
old fashioned dances.
The party was a most enjoyable
event, and another like it would be
just as enjoyable. The members of
the Womans' club deserve unstinted
praise for the success of the affair,

jtou.
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PROMPTLY AT
EIGHT
HIGH SCHOOL OPERETTA WILL
BE BEGUN IN GOOD SEASON
TONIGHT '
With one of the . largest advance
sales that have ever been known and
the cast ready to do its work in a
masterly way, "The Egyptian Princess," which will be given this evening at the Duncan opera house, promises to toe a huge success. Up to this
afternoon practically all the seats on
the lower floor had been sold, though
those who seek admission tonight
probably will be able to get seats in
the gallery or in scattered locations
downstairs, i
That the operetta will be full of
interest at all times and that it will
be produced in an excellent manner
is practically assured. The oriental
feature are aure to please the audi
hits are
ence, while the musical
equally as pleasing.
Mrs. Charles O'Maley's violin club
will furnish music between the acts
and preceding the play. It will assist
also in all the musical selections.
Much interest is aroused in the
many impressive scenes which will
take place. The dances and other
scenes are proving to be an attrac
tion and will be enjoyed by all.
The curtain for the first act will go
up at 8:30 o'clock, promptly.

EARLY

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY

OF JOURNALISM

DAYS

PEOPLES BANK

First English Editor Had Very Decided
Opinions as to the Freedom
of the Press.
The first Englishman of letters of
any distinction to take up journalism
as a profession was Sir Roger L'Es- trange, who died 209 years ago. He'
was an indefatigable pamphleteer on
the royalist and court side during the
epoch of the restoration. In 18G2 L'Es-trange was made "surveyor of the
press," the censor of all books and
pamphlets, and the editor of a monop
olistic newspaper, "The Intelligencer."
L'Estrange printed only such news as
suited the government, and labored
vainly to suppress his illegal and un
licensed competitors, who surreptitiously printed and circulated "news
letters" containing real news. In the
first number of the Intelligencer L'Estrange objected to the publication of
anything but the most carefully edited
news on the ground that "It makes
the multitude too familiar with the actions and counsels of their superiors,
too pragmatical and censorious, and
gives them not only a wish but a kind
of colorable right and license to the
meddling with the government." But
L'Estrange failed miserably In his attempts to stamp out the ideal of a free
press, andilater, when he was deprived
of his monopoly, he himself turned to
the publication of an unofficial "catchpenny" sheet called the Observator.
GOOD

IN MENTAL FIRE DRILL

Excellent Suggestion Made by
Woman Who Learned Its Vsiiie
Through Experience.

Really

!
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;
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Capital
Surplus and Undivided Profits
Dividend Paid January 1st, 1914

TRUST

n

fll4.220.00

,

,

6,328.67
4,800.00

N

GROWTH
Deposits .
Loans
Total Resources

Feb. 12, 1914
f 184,157.18; Increase
261,374.87; Increase
319,225.19; Increase

Feb. 12, 1913
f 105,063.23
154,633.61
217,723.06

per cent

75

70 per
47 per

cent
cent

SECURITY
Personal supervision Executive Board, weekly meetings. Sigmmnd Nahm, Bernhardt Appel, Geo. H.
Hunker, Geo. E. Morrison, Charles Danziger, Cecilio Rosenwald, John W, Harris.
'
Examination by State Banking Auditor. '
'
Independent examination by special Banking Auditor employed by Board of Directors.'
'

CONDITION
Progressive, Clean, Up to Date.

No bad or questionable paper.

I

.

n

No Overdrafts, no Real Estate.

VERDICT OF OUR CUSTOMERS
Courteous treatment, efficient and prompt application of banking
Reasonable loans, Reasonable rates.
4

per cent paid on Savings and Time Deposits and

2

FLYNN HOPES
KNOCK

DILLO

rip-nin-

COMG

is

"

principles, Reliable information.

per cent on Checking Accounts.

CHAVEZ WHIPS WINTERS
Colo.
13. Benny
Feb.''
Pueblo,
TO
Chavez of Trinidad defeated Leslie
Winters of Nashville, Tenn., in the
1
tenth round of a
bout. WinOUT
ters' seconds saved him from a knockout by throwing up the uponge. At
no time did Winters make it interesting for the little Mexican, who
apparently could have ended the fight
at any stage. In the tenth round
JOHNSON Chavez began going after Winters,
WHO FOUGHT
MAN
following him from corner to corner,
HERE PREPARES FOR
BOUT
swinging right and left to the face
until Winters seconds threw up the
"human
sponge to save him from a knockout.
The
13.
Feb.
Kansas City.
battering ram" is here. Who? Why,
a
Jim Flynn, that slugging, tearing,
VARSITY TEA!!
is
who
Pueblo,
from
fighter
a
over
scheduled to step
course with Jack Dillon, the IndianaHERE ON FEBHUAR 27
polis middleweight entry, before the
Grand Avenue Athletic club, March 2.
Bearing Just a few scars to show ALBUQUERQUE BUNCH WILL TRY
SKILL WITH THE Y. M C.
that he has been kept busy by ManA. SQUAD
ager Jack Curley, and a new fighting
name acquired by putting his last
three opponents in dreamland, the
According to an official announceconqueror of Al Kaufman hopped off ment from the Y. M. C. A. today the
a rattler early yesterday morning and big Albuquerque-La-8
Vegas "Y" bas
announced himself ready to go into ketball game will be played at the
training for the contest which Is des- armory two weeks from this evening
tined to be tne of the hardest fought Physical Director A. E. DeMarais
battles staged here since the Califor- gave out the news.
nia heavyweight hope was toppled in
ias vegas basketball fans are
the tenth round of a great fight In ataiously awaiting this game and
the general opinion has it that the
the old Hippodrome in 1910.
Jim received a wire yesterday that Y. M. C. A. team will win. A re
Abdul the Turk, America's best train- turn game likely will be arranged to
er, would be here late last night, and be played at Albuquerque the week
today they will pack up their ring following. Santa Fe also will be playtogs and prepare to jog over to Ex- ed on the same trip.
The local team contiuues hard praccelsior Springs, where they will pitch
camp and work like trojans to put the tices and in the opinion of the coach
fireman in shape for the Dillon en- will defeat the Duke City team when
the game is staged. The team has
gagement
and
strengthened
Flynn's new name is "Knockout", been materially
He has had the old short hook work- with hard practice the "Y" boys
should put up their best game against
ing fine of late and some opponents
as
the New Mexico University squad.
discard
the
into
chucked
have been
a result. He says he Is going to pay
a lot of attention to this kick in the
4
training camp and hopes to settle
the
of
the championship aspirations
BASEBALL NOTES.
when they
Hoosier
clash next month.
f
Flynn looks to be in fine shape
Ben Tincup, the Phillies' pitcher,
right now. He is taking the best has been sent to tha Lowell New Engcare of himself and has had nine bat- land league club. A esse of the Philtles since he was here last fall, all of lies losing a Tincup as well a3 a
them being with topnotch white pitcher.
Gunboat
including
heivywelghta,
Manager Clark Griffith of the WashSmith and Battling Levinsky.
team says the signing of Doc
ington
The'' Excelsior Springs camp will re- Gessler to
manage the Pittsburgh Fedsemble a great deal the mountain eral league team shows the class of
training' camp of the Pueblo slugger the Feds. Whaddyeyu mean?
when he was preparing for his chamArthur Irwin went to Chicago, grabpionship battle with Jack Johnson in bed "King" Cole who had previously
1912.
As sparring partners he will signed with the Feds, and took him
'
have Abdul and Ray Marshall, both to New York, where the "King" signof whom helped to condition him at ed to pitch for the Yankees. WTsen it
Las Vegas; Charley Plerson, local comes to kidnaping 'em Arthur is one
welterweight; Tommy Dixon, feather-weig- fearless guy.
and one or two big huskies
The Giants have sent Pitcher'. Gout
he will use for punching bags.- A
lat "to: Memphis. This youngster Is
In one of clever and all
been fitted
that, but we're glad he
the hotels of th resort for Flynn's has gone goutli. His ham reminded
use. The hills around the town' are us of "goulash" and every1 time he
fine for road 'work, and Johnny Kling, trotted out we had to buy a hot dog
'
the veteran National league catcher, toi satisfy our buagef.'
runseveral
days
For the first time in years and
expects to spend
ning over the hills with the fighter in years Ty Cobb has condescended to
order to put himself in condition for do a little training with his fellow
teammates this spring. Falling down
the coming diamond campaign.
as good in hatting from .410 in 1312 to a per, Flynn believes he will he in
condition for tills fight as he was for centage of .390 In 1913, shows that he
the Johnson battle in La a Vegas, and needs training.
if he is, the boxing followers will see
Why not add Bratnrd to the title
the fireman at his beet In such con- of the' 'Athletics? Something: 'like
dition he can step ten rounds at top "Philadelphia-BrsinerWorld's Cham
speed and Dillon will be wise in get- pions." Chief l: r.u- r and Joe Craw;;,
;
were
Connie Mark's youngest
ting in perfect Elmpe.
born in Brainerd, Minn., and
Union v.,nrohses. lr Seattle have a Bush makes his titnae there ia the
home of their om'ii.
!

'

d

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Feb. 13. Heavy snows

In case of illness of employes
the London postoffii'.n they imt be
absent on full pay for as much u
215 E. Central
six. months and on half p;i.y for anYears practical Exporlesice.
W. W. BOWEH3. other six months.
JONEJ
MONUMENT
Albuquerque, N. M.
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the southwest, dispelling fear of crop
damage, turned the wheat market today downgrade. A forceast of lighter
world shipments, however,
had a
Commission,
influence.
steadying
houses were buying on resting orders
at a moderate decline. The price
cent up, and then
opened Y off to
Bagged all around. Closing figures
were made at Vi.
to cent net decline.

.

4

Prospects of unsettled weather con
ditions strengthened corn. There wera
also rumors of bids here from tha
Seaboard. Opening quotations were
cent higher. After a while.
Vs.. to
though the market reacted somewhat.
The close was steady at an advance
cent net.
of Vs to
Oats showed firmness on account
of seriou3
assertions
of renewed
crop damage in Texas. Buyers were
further affected by the corn binge.
In provisions, bears had the advantage, owing to lower prices for
hogs. First sales carried from 2,,2 to
10 cents down and there was a subsequent additional decline. The closing
quotations were as follows:
July 88.
meat, May
Corn, May C5; July 64.
Oats, May
July 39.
Pork, May $21.62.
Lard, May $10.90; July $11.10.
Ribs, May $11.57'-iJuly $11.70.

93;
39;

KANSAS

CITY

LIVE

STOCK

Kansas City, Feb. 13. Hogs, re-ceipts 3,000. Market 5 to 10 centa
lower. Bulk $8.258.fi0; heavy $3.40
8.43; packers and butchers $3.30(y
8.50; lights $S.20ff7!8.45; pigs $7;
7.75.

Cattle, receipts GOO. Market steady.
Prime fed steers $ 3 . 4 0 9 . 2 5 ; dressed
beef steers $7.258.S5j western
steers $7S.40; southern steers fGS
8; cows $4.257.50; heifers $79:
stockers and feeders $8.50ffS7.75;
bulls $(57.50; calves $6.50(510. 50.
Sheep, receipts 2,000. Market strong
to 10 cents higher. Lambs $7f?7.GT;
yearlings $66.75; wethers
5.73; ewes $4.G05.40.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Feb. 13. Although tha,

market receded temporarily from tha
at tha
improved level established
opening the general trend was upward, and before the end of the morning session prices were back at tha
high mark. Efforts to carry the riaa
beyond the level reached on the
opening bulge were defeated by pressure from bears and willing of real
stocks.
Eastern railroad shares, which ha'-- .
been sensitive to pressure since IN
freight rate hearings began, yielded
at times to bear hammerag, and thas
held back the general Y.A. ' Lor, " i
r " K
bujlng helri'd to fi
Round amounts of gtefil pnd otljnr io
fctifs wnre V,ok.'J fvr fv.r. ...a
counts. Bonds were steadv.
A'kt-'.in thr
jlume c
buying was without infract c on
Standard shares, wM:h ru'c- l
i
their beat prices late in t"if
Petroleum suid Woolen t
ffrrEd declined 12 points.
The market closed firm. Inanitions which Ore list cave of Imp::
sold out iaflwwea a.
fur!., r slight adv'itr.co la the !'
IsoEr.
Krf ivv or! -- rn PuM't'si, rH"?"-!..-- .
v. V tho Hill Siim;-'"ia :";",
Tuft Inst $,hbw
i;re:
afion-Mexica-

,

T

Cir!'Pr

plu-lirr-

t

right-hande-

(Et

BEGAN BUSINESS, OCTOBER, 1912

They had been relating their most
thrilling experience.
"My. last experience taught me a
lesson I find few people have learned.
I call it my mental fire drill," said
the motherly one. "You know how
we all unconsciously put something
down while we are thlnkine of some
thing else. Well, when our home
was on fire it took me so long trying
to think what I would want tO' save
first and where the articles were that
my escape was cut off. Though I feel
everlastingly grateful to the firemen
for rescuing me, it is not a very com
fortable experience. So I determined
for ever after to make a practice
every time I put anything of value
aside to impress myself where I put
it, and I also had a place upstairs
and down where I kept the articles I
cherished that were too large for our
safe and the tin boxes. Once in a
while I spend a few moments thinking
hard about what I would want to save
first. The articles are so impressed
on my mind that I shall never forget
them I am sure in any stress or exLABOR NOTES
K:8Toy citement.
France has a trade union member"I really feel quite proud of my
ship of over a million.
mental fire drill, for It gives me a
that I never
feeling of
The employment of persons under experienced before.
16 in Germany is controlled by spec
ial laws.
Family of Poets.
No other family has, within two gen
More than 65,000 persons are em erations, produced so many poets as
the Tennysons. All the laureate's
ployed in the iron mines of the United brothers wrote
poems and both his
States.
sons published verses in Macmillan's
Magazine, though they did so annony
Agricultural workers in England mously,, "It is a curious fact," wrote
have been promised $6 a week for a Alexander Japp in 1902, "that the Tennyson family, every male member of
day.
which wrote verse, and successfully,
should have so far abstained from pub
The British Columbia Federation of
openly or publishing at all, as
Labor has passed resolutions favor- lishing
if they disliked the idea of coming
ing woman suffrage, and the exclu- into competition with the great poet.
sion of Asiatics.Specimens of the work of Lionel and
Hallara Tennyson will be found in
'Poets and Poetry of the Century,' and
The Boston Elevator Operators and I may add that these pieces were sent
Porters' union has decided that their to me by the old poet himself in a letminimum wage rate shall he $15 a ter now before me, with such words as
most certainly show that he did not
week after March 1.
share the feeling of Scott thanking
God that his sons showed no poetio
The National Association of Letter symptoms."
Carriers will take a referendum vote
to settle the question of affiliation
Estimating Loss by Smoke.
England is making an organized atwith the American Federation of Latempt to measure, by means of instru
bor.
ments standardized by the smoke
abatement committee, the extent of
Members of congress holding.unlon the soot and dust existing in the atcards will be guests of honor at a mosphere of several large towns. The
instrument to be used follows the
banquet to be given in Washington
principle of the rain gauge, a given
on February 24 by the Washington area
being exposed to catch all solid
Building Trades Council.
matter that either falls by gravity or
is borne down by rain. This is collected in a glass receiver placed beASSSESSMENT NOTICE
neath a duct leading from the collect1914.
E. Las Vegas, N. M., Jan. 6.
ing surface. The receiver will be reNotice is hereby given that I, the moved once a month and replaced by
mdersigned(. deputy assessor, will be a fresh one.
at my office, 603 Lincoln 'avenue on
'
""
ill business days 'between" the hours ",,H', 1, Full Explanation.
3f 8 a1, m. and 5 p.' ml (until Febrtf
The' Germans have a way of making
iry 28th, 191,4) for the purpose of re compound nouns and sentences with
le'irins returns of all property, accord the verb two or three pages further
which to the student of Teutonic
ng to; the'provisions "of Chapter 84 on,
is somewhat .perplexing.
Qtwa of the State of New Mexico langua ges
The
daughter of a friend
913. It is made the duty of all per
of mine, however, can go the Germans
ons to make a return of all propsrt
one better. While walking with her
hey own, and those falling to do sr mother the other day, she bowed to a
vithin the time above specified, w!l young woman.
"Who Is that?" asked her mother.
e assessed by me according to ser
"Why, don't you know?" explained
84
said
of
10
of
ion
Chapter
Is the
the small daughter.-"Sh- e
of the state of New Mexico fo
- to tu.
2
a
he year '1913, and
penalty of
Exchange.
ef cent will be imposed addition;
Persons.
For
j me. You are further notified tha
f any person shall knowingly mat'
Enterprising manufacturers reels
i
false or defective list of his proi various articles for the f pc'al biavf.t
g'."
rty, he shall be liable to a penalt Of left handed people.
so rs adjusted foi their v f yo x can
if 25 per Cent upon the full amount c
'
screws,
's od
11 taxes levied
against him, and hi' buy
I of
other tools. And, mo tM
deemer
shall
also
he
and
iroperty,
all contrivances to minister to I.
nilty of perjury and punishable at physical peculiarity, ooikscre-A- s 1 '
ordlngly.
ed the wrong way, as a
M. A. SANCHEZ,' Assessor.
pcraon would think, for left landed
tmtirs and waiters. Lon don
CHARLES II. STEWART.
Assessor
Deputy
.
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LOBBY

HESTAUHANT AND
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HORT ORDERS AN O RfcGULAR OiNNERa
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANOtJCD
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The report of a conference on forest
Sire protection by the various states
fcas just teen Issued by the federal
department of agriculture. This conference was attended toy representatives from all the New England states,
New York, ' New Jersey, Pennsylvania,
'Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia,
North Carolina, Ohio, Michigan, Minnesota, Oregon and Washington.
The meeting was called to discuss
the section of the Weeks' law which
between the
authorizes
federal government and the states in
protecting from fire forests situated
on the watersheds of navigable
streams. The conference considered
jmt only the details of carrying out
the law but the results which the law
has accomplished and the promise
which it gives of future accomplishment.
The various subjects discussed inwith
cluded patrol work,
private owners of timberland, and cooperation with other protective agencies and with railroads. The conference Is said to have established beyond a doubt the great value of fire
lookout stations and towers, and the
imperative need of telephone communication, aa well as other permanent construction work, to Include
roads and trails. In all of these acbetivities the value of
tween the various agencies was emphasized, and it was brought out that

J. M. Cunningham, Preside
Franfc Springer,

it

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & FRATERNAL
N
BROTHERHOOD
102 .Meets every Monday night it
A. M. Regular communication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avense at
third Thursday in S o'clock. Visiting members are se
each month. Visiting dially welcome. J. C. Werte, Prs
brothers cordially in dent; J. T Buhler, Secretary; O. &
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van Baily, Treasurer.

COLUMN

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

RATES

TOR CLASSIFIED

Petten, Secretary.
Meets first and third Tuesday evenings each month at Woodmen hall. Visiting brothers cordial
ly invited to attend. C. N. Douglas,
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary.

F. O. E.

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
CAPITAL STOCK

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

D. T. Hosklns, Cashier.
E. S. Lewis, Ass't Cash.

Vice-Preside-

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY,

NO.

I,

Five cent per line each Insertion.
'KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg-la- r
Estimate tlx ordinary words to line.
conclave
Tue- (.
No ad to occupy lest space than two
day in each monta at Ma
ir
lines All advertisements charged
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
will be booked at space actually set
M. Smith, E. C; Chas. Tamme, Re
without regard to number of words. corder.
Cash In advlnce preferred.
LOCAL TIME MO
LAS VEGA8 CHAPTER NO. 8, ROY
a
AL ARCH MASONS Regular
'OBSsWmX
vocation first Monday in
East Bound
each month at Masonic
Arrive
Depart
it W
- .i -. .
No. 2. . .7:20 p. m.. . . . 7:45 p. m.
A. Brinegar, H. P.; F. O. No. 4.
.11:54 p. m.'. . . 11:59 p. m.
DI:
2:30 a. m.
No. 8. . 2:25 a. m
Blood, Secretary.

i

030,000.00

Office with the San Miguel National Bank

con-..w--

WE

G.

V

President

HATDON

IL W. KELLY.- D. T. HOSKINS
-

Vice President

...

Treasurer

.

Interest PeJd On Deposits
efficiently could be raised and ex--j
censes lowered when etate, nation,
lumber companies, and private individ
uals work together in accordance with
a plan evolved by alL
It was shown thas the tfisposal cf
the slash left after lumbering means
the elimination of a great source of
danger from fires. In some cases It
was ehown that it was best to dispose
of this material by burning it under
supervision when there was little danger from fire. In other cases it was

VFR4S I nnrsr wn
4. Meets every
Monday evenlne at
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN L
their hall on Sixth street All visiting
brethren cordially invited to attend.
'
J. Frledenstine, N. G.t A. T. Rogers
V. G.; T. M. El wood,
Secretary; Karl
Wertz, Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock,
SHWING WANTED At 716 EiKhth
Cemetery Trustee.
street. Phone Vegas 342. Call be
fore 8 a. m. or after 5 p. m.
B. P. O. ELKS
Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
avenue. Visiting brothers
Douglas
are
Invited. Gov. Wm. J.
cordially
FOR SALE Choice, bright, baled oat
straw, in carload lots or otherwise Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Secretary.
Thos. L. Greer, Onava, N. M.
I. O. O.

ATTOKNEYS
proved to be sufficient to lop branches
so that all would He close to the
HUNKER & HUNKER
ground and decay quickly.
In the discussion of actual fire fight- George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hmnket
Attorneye-at-Laing it was pointed out that the secret
New Mexi
of the suppression and control of fires Las Veeas.
in the woods is not essentially differDR. F. B. HUXMANN
ent from that in the city, and lies in
Dentist
having a trained and dependable
work
Dental
of
any description at
organization.
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main W
East Las Ve.eas. New Mexico
Subscribe for Tne optic.

Wanted

I" .A

.

No.
No.
No.
No.

.

Arrive

f"1

I
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Pay us $7.50-I- f you desire the paper by carrier.
Pay us $6.50-I- f you want the paper by mail.
And we will give you your choice of the following magazines for one year:

a. m
p. m
p. m

This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon

Two good , cottages, 50 KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
feet front, excellent location, both
rented; a good Investment. Act W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
first and third Mondays of each
quick. Cutler Brothers, 614 Lincoln
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
avenue. Telephone Main 124.
Ladies always welcome. O. L. Fiers-man- .
President; A. D. Tillman, FInan
cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy.
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
FOR RENT Cottage In desirable East Las Vegas, N. M.
neighborhood, newly painted, pa
pered, electric lights. Low rate. L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second an
Phone Purple 5301.
fourth Thursday
evening eac)
Visltin
month at V. O. W. hall.
FOR RENT To lady or gentleman brothers
1
Howard
invited.
cordially
employed,
comfortable, furnished Davis, Dictator; P. A. Linn Secretary
Phone
room; no health seekers.
j. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 54
Purple 5301.
I. O. of B. B.
Meets every first Tuei
of the month in the vestry room
day
FOR RENT Furnished rooms with
uf Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock i
board if desired. 710 Grand avenue,
m. Visiting brothers are cordially ii
vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charlei
$100 REWARD, $100
Greenclay, Secretary.
The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERIC
one dreaded disease that science has
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
been able to cure in all Its stages.
and that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Love at Woodmen ol the World bat
Cure is the only positive cure now on the second and fourth
Mondays o
known to the medical fraternity. Ca
tarrh being a constitutional disease, each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
V.
requires a constitutional treatment. Sonsul; Q. Laemmle, Clerk; Z.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internal
Visltinn
Local Deputy.
Montague,
ly, acting directly upon the blood and members are
especially welcocie s"'
mucous surfaces of the system, there
Invited.
rordlally
the
the
foundation
of
by destroying
and giving the patient
disease,
strength by building up the constitu KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNtion and assisting nature in doing its
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
work. The proprietors have so much
urth
Thursday In O. R. C. hall
faith In its curative powers that they
offer One Hundred Dollars for any Pioneer building. Visiting members
case that it fails to cure. Send for are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
list of testimonials.
F. S.
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO., To- G, K.i Frank Angel.

-i-

The National Sportsman
The Woman's Home Companion
McClures

pation.

3EPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
United States Land Office
Tucumcari, N. M., January 22, 1914.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN: That
he State of New Mexico, under and
y virtue of the act of Congress approved June 20, 1910, hereby makes
ipplication for the within describe-inappropriated, unreserved, and
public lands, for the beueftt
Said lands being
yt the University.
situated in the County of San Miguel,
State of New Mexico, and more particularly described as follows,
Description
f Tracts
See. Twp. Rng. Mer.
12N
25E N. M.
.19
3W&SE14
non-nlner- al

f you use

EMPRESS
FLOUR
1

It 's eivin? vou
a present for do

f ing

something

you d do bf.y
way when you
learn how Much
Better EMPRESS

5,

FLOUR really is.
Made bv GERMAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

SILVER
FRENCH-GRE-

Y

(STER-

LING) FINISH

EMPRESS
can be o- in this city from

,L GHOCCRS

RETAIL PRICES

Take Hall's Family Pills for constiAdv.

p. m,
a. m.
p. m,
p. bv

For YOU'

For

ledo, Ohio. '
Sold by all druggists, 75c.

Depart
1:35
6:40
4:30
7:00

p. m

1:10
. 6:35
. 4:20
. 6:35

For Rant

H

2:00 p. m.

1:35 p. m
West Bound

No. 10.
F. LAS

FOR SALE

8lftS

n

me

i!

iOINT EFFORT WILL BE MADE TO
CUT DOWN TIMBER LOSS
FROM FIRES

i

1914.

T5hc

SURPLUS

CAPITAL PAID IN
1100,000.00

WILL

DAILY OPTIC,

........C
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or More, Each Dslvsry
...25o
to 2,000 lbs., Each Dallvsry
SOc
to 1,000 lbs. Each Dsilvery
to 200 lbs., Each Delivery .M.w....-4- Co
Less than 60 lbs. Each Delivery .M.M.M.MME8o

2,000 lbs.,
1,000 lbs,
200 lbs.,
50 lbs.,

AGUA PUR

A

P'

per 1M IM.
per 1f ft
per lit 14
par Hi

COMPANY

a&d Distributors of Natmrsl let, tti TvCS C3
t WMk Have Made Lbs TS&a 7ms&
OFFICe '0' OOUGL
wtNj

Harvesters, Ctorerra,

lasting Qualities

to-wi- t:

one
1

W
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I
1
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I

VENWVi
SW

Q II I ill f!
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D

1
U.
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12N

25E
25E
25E
total area of 200
29
30
33

N. M.

N.M.
N.M.
acres.
Comprising a
All persons
wishing to protest
iKainst selection by the State of New
VIexico of the tracts of land above
mentioned, must file their protests
igainst the said selection in this e
on or before the twenty-sevent- h
of
March, 1914.
lay
R. A. PRENTICE,
Register.

VESE

3

12N
12N

of-Ic-

Professional Health Culture for Lsdles
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure, Chiropody.
Hotsl Romslne
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 8:39 p. m.
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music to verses of Kipling,

CANNOT LIVE

posing
Don't Let a Cold
Walt Whitman and other poets, but TERRIBLE ITCHING
in
Settle ca Yoor Lungs that he had succeeded, in one year,
making only $30 in royalties on his

Of

Mirny onscs of Limit Trouble can lie
traced directly to a severe cold which
songs. In explaining his present im
ha beeu neglected,
and which, as a
If yon pecunious state, Kernochan told the
result, has affected the lungs.
have a persistent oomth or cold, take
referee that he had received only
warning before it la too late. Eckman'8
Alterative is mo.st beneficial in such cases
from his fathers estate and
$101,000
and has been the means of completely
restoring to health many persons who had that he had invested the money "more
serious lung trouble. Head of this case:
or less successfully, principally less."
Pleasantville. N. J.
"Gentlemen:
During the winter of 1011
"What do you mean toy less?" the
I contracted a severe cold, which settled
on my limns. The doctor pronounced It referee asked.
'
SO MARSHALL
R. KERNOCHAN
Inns trouble. I tried nearly every prepwas the answer,
aration without any result and kept getsecurities,"
"My
ASKS FOR A CONSIDERABLY
ting worse. Eekuian's Alterative was "were
recommended to me and I commenced
greatly depreciated in 1907, and
LARGER ALLOWANCE
using it as a last resort. The first bottle
of them I caught the presome
with
to
seemed
give no relief: In fact, I seemed to feel worse, but I kept on using
and sold. I must have
fright
How would you like to have to worvailing
medicine
the
ami found out the first
had
bottle
and
me
Btarted
lost
on
really
my mother reimroad
$25,000,
the
ry along on a pittance of $3,750 a to recovery by loosening the mucus and
It was my
me
with
$50,000.
bursed
me
making
it?
sounds
It
doesn't
After
expectorate
freely.
ridiculous,
year?
using the medloiDe for some time my
other good
had
I
for
But that la exactly; what Marshall R. cough ceased, I gained flesh and today I poor judgment
am a well man,"
I let go, and today I
which
securities
man
a
Kernochan,
prominent society
GEO. M. BATES.
(Signed)
have only 20 shares of American Tele(Above abbreviated; more on request.)
in New York and a member; of exEckman's Alterative has beeu proven by
clusive clubs, has had td do. But he many years' test to be most efficacious phone and Telegraph. It costs me
for severe
and Lung Affections,
exactly $1,794 to keep up my end each
has grown tired of living in such dire Bronchitis, Throat
Bronchial Asthma, Stubborn
Colds and in upbuilding the svstera.
to
year and this does not include weekpoverty, and besides, he is anxious
Contains no narcotics, poisons or
g
end parties and the like."
Ask for booklet telling
Kerdrugs.
bo
Bettle
married
and
down;
get
of recoveries, and wrlto to Eckmau
Laboratory.
nochan has applied to the court for dence
Philadelphia,
"Now, Mr. Kernochan," said the refPa., for eviFor sale by all leading druggists
12,(KM) a year from the estate of , his
eree,
"you have been brought up in a
and E. G. Murphey and Central Drug
family whose friends and whose chilaunt, an

S3.750

Small Red and Yellow Spots on Leg.
Covered v'xh Dry Scale.
Had to
Walk Floor Nights. CuticuraSoap
and Cuticura Ointment Cured.

YEAR

'

.

Cly-ve-

Ed-so- n

I!

,

i

,

Company.

B. F. D. No. 3, Clarkflekl, Minn.
"My
trouble was of long standing. It started
with some small red and yellow spots about
the size of a pin head on my
leg and every morning there
was a dry scale on top covering the affected part and

when tlioso scales were falling off the itching was more
than I could stand at times.
j The first year I did not
mind it so much as it was
only itching very badly at
times, but the second year it advanced all
around my log and the Itching was terrible.
I had to be very careful to have my clothing
around the affected part very loose. At
night time I often happened to scratch the
sore in my sleep. Then I had to stand up,
get out of bed and walk the floor.
"Then I read the advertisement of Cuticura Soap and Ointment and I wrote for
sample and got it. To my surprise I was
feeling relief after the second application.
So I got a cake of Cuticura Soap and a fifty-ce- ut
box of Cuticura Ointment and when I
had used them I was nearly over the itching,
so I got another box and that healed it
all up so it looked smooth and fine, but I
kept on with the Cuticura Soap for six weeks
and the cure was complete.' : (Signed) S. O.
Gordon, Nov. 20, 1912.
Cuticura Soap 25c. and Cuticura Ointment
50c. are sold everywhere. Liberal sample of
each mailed free, with 32-- Skin Book. Address post-car- d
"Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
Men who shave and shampoo with Cuticura Soap will find It hest for skin and scalp.

dren are accustomed to use clubs and

to visit and entertain tn that line,
to devote her whole life to music and haVen't you?"
had put aside the idea of ever marry"Yes," was the answer, "and I fiud
ing. But her marriage to Mr. Seeger these are expensive luxuries, but
tended to discredit this report some these friends have been in my family

circle all their lives."

what.

o

OP SKjNTROUBLE

A

Incompetent.
If he marries on $3,750 he will have
to change his mode of living very radically; he will have to resign from
many of his exclusive clubs and give
up his motor car and his valet. And
that would be rather' trying. Kernochan has been brought up In the
lap of luxury, as the saying Is, and
matrimony on his present allowance
would cause a decided fall from this
most comfortable lap. And he has
no notion of taking this jarring tumble. Hardly.
"I want to marry," Kernochan told
the court referee, "and my mother also wants me to marry. But under
present circumstances, while I might
get along If I, married somebody with
a great deal of money and lived on
her cash, I cannot afford to get married to a poor girl whom I might like
to wed."
This part of the clubman's plea recalls the breaking of his engagement
r
to the former Mlsgi Constance de
Edsori, who Is now Mrs. Charles
L. Seeger, Jr., of Berkeley, Calif. The
real facts in regard to the absurdly
small income of Mr. Kernochan throw
a new light on this Incident. It Is
now said that the reason for the termination of his romance with Miss
was his comparative poverty.
At the time the engagement was
broken off It was announced that they
had agreed not to marry because the
young society girl desired to take up
a professional musical career. Herj
friends declared that her ambition was
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are Simply Going Wild
because to make
And no

In this Town

wonder,
over Harmony Hair Beaulifier.
the hair lustrous, soft and silky wc believe there's nothing else
and we sell about all the various hair preparations made that anywhere near comes up to Harmony Hair Beautifier.
Ask any one of the many women in this town who use it
she'll tell you she "loves" it. Just look at her hair, and you'll come
to us and get some yourself.
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Harmony Shampoo

A liquid shampoo to keep the hair clean, soft, smooth and beautiful. It gives
an instantaneous, rich, foaming lather, penetrating to every part of the hair and
scalp. It is washed olF just as quickly, the entire operation taking only a few
moments. It leaves no lumps or stickiness. Just a refreshing sense of cool, sweet
cleanliness. Just a dainty, pleasant and clean fragrance.
BoLh in
ornamental bott les, wi th sprinkler tops.
,
50c.
Harmony Hair Beaulifier, $1.00.
Harmony Sham-pooBoth are guaranteed to please you, or your money back.
Thesa Stage Deauties Endorse Them
There is no cluss of women who know better how to discriminate in 1he use of things to make
them more beautiful than actresses. Among the many celebrated slufie beauties who use and
odd-shap-

enthusiastically praise both llurruony Hair Ileautifior and Harmony bbampoo are:
ETHEL IUmtYMOItE
LAtniETTB TAYLOR
rit.nr in "Xante," Empire Theater, New York.

btiir in "A Strange Woman," Lyceum, New
-

LOUISE DRESSER.

Btnr in "l'otash and Perlmutter," G. M. Cohan
Theater, New lork.

fjlJir in "l'cg o' My Heart." Cort Theater, New
York.

'.jt.

NATALIE ALT
bur in "Aili lo," Longaore Theater, New York.
ROSE COfiULAN
Btar in "lino l'eathers," now touring the United
btutea.

Sold only at the more than 7000 Z'JZSt Stores.

Store in this Town

Ours is the T
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Is just wliat its name implies. Just to make the hair glossy, lustrous, more
beautiful. Just to make it easier to dress, and more natural to fall easily and
gracefully into the wavy lines and folds of the ooiuiire.
It leaves a delightful fresh and cool effect, and a lingering, delicate perfume.
Will not change or darken the color. Contains no oil; therefore doesn't leave the
hair sticky or stringy. Simply sprinkle a little ou your hair each time before
brushing it. But first, make sure that your hair and scalp are clean, by using
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Mr. Kernoclian's musical talent was
The referee, In his report to Justice
the means of bringing him and Miss Whitaker recommends an allowance
Edson together. He is one of the to Kernochan of $9,000 a year from
most widely known amateur musici- his aunt's estate.
ans In New York; and even after their
"It is unfortunate," he says, "that
engagement was broken, he and Miss Mr. Kernochan has ibeen brought up
Edson were seen much together at the in surroundings that have led him Into
opera and concerts. Their betrothal extravagance beyond his income, and
was announced in May, 1909, and ter- has been led to join clubs and mingle thy aunt, who la an incompetent, he is
minated In April, 1910.
with society which necessitates the entitled to a portion now. He is 32
In the hearing recently the referee expenditure of money beyond his years old and lives with his mother.
asked Kernochan that if an allow- means. But he is ambitious and leads
ance, with which to live in "circum- a clean and moral life, and I am of La Grippe Leaves Its Victims Prostrate
Some victims of la grippe never ful
stances commensurate with his train- the opinion that he is serious-minde- d
ly recover the health of the lungs, and
he
which
in
a
with
were
and
and
ing
profession
position"
given him,
persistent coughing is weakening. The
would he make, an offer of marriage should be encouraged to work." Jus- quick action of Foley's Honey and Tar
with a fair hope of being accepted.
tice Whitaker has yet to pass upon makes it valuable in severe la grippe
F. G. Prevo, Bedford, Ind.,
coughs.
"I should think I might," he
the referee's report.
writes: "La grippe left me with a se
most
to
the
Mr. Kernochan belongs
vere cough that Foley's Honey and
Kernochan testified that he was a exclusive set in New York society, Tar cured, and I am back to my normember of the Racquet, Brook, Knick- and is present at all the big func- mal weight." O. G. Schaefer and Red
Store. Adv.
erbocker, Grolier, Players, Tuxedo, tions given during the New York sea- Cross Drug
Lenox, Country Club of Pittsfield and son. He is a member of the Tuxedo
A heavy, cold in tne lungs that was
Automobile Club of America, and that set and spends most of the week ends
to cure Itself has been the
expected
it has kept him figuring feverishly to at the club there or is a member of starting point In many cases of dis
make ends meet on the $3,750 afore- country house parties on Long Island ease that ended fatally. The sensible
said mentioned.
Club bills ran up or in New Jersey. He is, indeed, in course is to take frequent doses of
BALLARD'S HOREHOUND SYRUP.
with alarming rapidity; they exceed geat demand at all social affairs. And It checks the
progress of the disorder
the speed limit regardless of conse- all of these mean a drain on Mr.
and assists nature to restore normal
conditions. Price 25c, 50c and $1.00
feeble coffers.
quences.
Mr. Kernochan feels that as he will per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co
Incidentally Mr. Kernochan said
c
that for eight years he had been com receive much of the estate of a weal- - Adv.
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Light automobile lamps at 6:10
o'clock this evening.
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Afternoon and evening gowns. $10
and up. Mrs. Davis, 414 Columbia.
Adv.

Admitted the Best on the
!

I'

Market
Get

Store

i

La

Finch's Golden Weddinlg Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv

FEBRUARY 23

The People's Bank and Trust com
pany will be open tomorrow night, as
is the custom on aii paydays, until 8

1PAP1 OPERA

vs

'

f f

Wholesalers

If you miss "The Egyptian Princess"
this evening at the opera house you
miss the best local talent play ever
given in this city. Only a few more
seats left. Adv.

is

Yesterday morning at the State
Hospital for the Insane, John Mearns
of Albuquerque, a patient died following an illness of several months.
The body was sent today to Albuquerque, where (burial will occur.
The regular meeting of the Loyal
Order of Moose, held last night at
its lodge rooms on Sixth street, was
a well attended and enjoyable affair.
Several candidates were initiated and
the meeting concluded with a

vhe Las Vegas Roller Mills
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CF MRS. CHAS.

Fresh Comb Money, 2 for 35c
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GOAL AMD VJQ
MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

See It

8 Funny End Men Who Are Certain to
Entertain You
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Emilio M. Martinez, who resides in
Sena, this morning applied at the
court house for $12 as bounty upon
The dance given last night at the four coyotes and one wild cat
o
Hotel Romaine by the Benedict club
Montoya of Chapelle applied for
proved to be one of the most enjoy- $4 as bounty on one coyote and one
able affairs of its kind ever conduct- wild cat
ed at that establishment. About 35
couples were present The music
J. H. Stearns this morning filed
wag furnished by the Simison orches suit in the district court against J.
tra.
Mr.
W. Crawford V oil Lob 31 Alamos.
Stearns asks judgment for $386. He
It was announced this morning at alleges that Crawford owes him that
the Normal University that there is amount for
groceries and other sup
a possibility of the Normal basketball
The Coorg Lumber company
plies.
teama going to Albuquerque to play also has filed suit
against Crawford
the Albuquerque Business college
amount is duq
for
$165,
that
alleging
teama in tha near future. " However,
for building materials- no official arrangements have been
made.
Upon, petition of Isaac Barth, an at
This morning, while crossing Sixth torney of Albuquerque, Judge David
street at the junction of Douglas ave J. Leahy has ordered Dr. William Pornue, M. W. Browne of the firm of ter Mills, superintendent of the New
Browne & Manzanares, slipped and in- Mexico Hospital for the Insane, to
jured his leg. The fall was caused by bring Mary Moorman Hall, a patient
ice which had formed on' the cross- of the institution, into the judge's
walk. It is not thought Mr. Browne's chambers on February 21 that an in
injury .is serious.
vestigation of the advisability of releasing the woman may be had. Mr.
Work on the summer school
Barth yesterday filed with the clerk
of the New Mexico Normal Uni of the district court an
application for
versity, No. 42, which is to be pub- a writ of habeas corpus for the womwith the' Com an. Mrs. Hall was committed from
lished in
mercial club, is progressing at a rapid Bernalillo
county in the spring of 1910.
pace, according to Dr. tTank H. II Mr. Barth sets forth in, his petition
Roberta, who has charge of the book that the woman is not now insane
let Ten thousand copiea of this bul and should be granted her freedom.
letin will be published and sent all
over the southwest A list of names
is being prepared for this purpose.
VAULT AND CESSPOOL
NOTICE TO TAXPAYER
Notice la hereby given that the tax
roll for A. 0. 1913 has been received
in the treasurer's office. - The first
now due and
half of the 1913 taxes
will become delinquent on February
16, subject to a penalty of 1 per cent
EUGENIO ROMERO,
per month.
Treasurer and Collector.

CLEANING
Those desiring work clone
will please call on or phone

A. W. Patterson,
Las Veas Transfer C.
523 Sixth Street

Subscribe for The opt re.

1

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

and 50c

SEATS AT USUAL PRICES
iA

Phone Main 43

FOR ITS PEEFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

Enough Pretty Girls, Graceful Dancing
and Catchy Music to Travel Miles to
t

need-

ALL. WORK DONE AT OUR SHOP

Music of the Happiest Sort
li

n

and tires and Fiske tires and everything
ed for the auto.

I ME

Tango Mania With Every Son
Good One

'

of Everytbing Eatable

Fresh Strained Honey Pint
Jars, 30c each

--

SALES CO.

For the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes

19
40 PEOPLE IN THE CAST

'

proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers. To reach this

Science of
Selling

WO

Phone Vegas 424

:

7

I INSTRELS

Gre-gori-

include

de-

is the price of the Ford F. 0. B. Las Vegas,
complete with equipment. Get catalog and particulars from

EEBR.UAR.Y

Three section of train No. 3 passed
through Las Vegas this morning. One
section was a Raymond and Whitcomb
special, while the other two were regular sections. All the trains arrived
here late, due to the heavy traffic in
the east.

PURE QUILL
or OUR, PRIDE

The

by men who

.$613

1

iiniin inn niimi

EElfS

DeSaix Evans as the Queen of
Egypt will prove one of the many at
tractive characters in the High school
operetta tonight Don't miss it. Adv.

And'every
woman can bake 'well if
she will use our flour. It
is so skillfully blended, so
perfectly milled, that even
the inexperienced have
success with it from the
start. Order a sack and
learn for yourself.

LOUm

il

choose the Ford because of its
splendid record for consistent
service.

'

'

!

I

mand a dependable car that's
always "on the job." They

THE FIRE QUEENS
"Always Watchful"

At 7:15 o'clock this evening at the
Y. M. C. A. will occur the telegraph
boxball game between the local Y. M.
C. A. and St. George, Kas., The "Y''
has arranged to have its strongest
lineup for this game, and hopes to
defeat St. George.

to be
Every W omen Isa Proud
baker.
It a
good

r

.ill

Everything comes to him
who waits except success.
Fords are chosen by men who

III
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CHARLES 1LFELD COII
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Tu-bub- ii

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest antinothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

.;

r.3
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Elizabeth Parnell as Princess
is sure to be an audience leaser this evening in "The Egyptian
Princess" at the opera house. Adv.

ADirect from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
-ssortmentfine colorings unique patterns-a- ll
prices.

New Mexico Largest

ft vw

"get there"

r
Photoplay tonight. Pathe's Week
I
ly showing actual battle In the Mexican
war. Adv.
I

Photoplay tonight Special Vita'
graph feature in two reels. "The Love
of Tokiwa," a story that is different
Also Pathe'a Weekly No. 9. Adtf.'--

--

?

X

n

o'clock.

EOTJ8 BLANKER

.

I

"A MISER'S POLICY" Ame. lean Drama.
A MISPLACED FOOT"
Keystone Comedy.
Reliance Drama.
"DAYBREAK"

The prize tango and rag February
23 will be only one of the new fear
tures of theE. Romero Hose and
2a
Fire company's dance.

-

j!;

BRIDGE STREET

Old Taylor whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.
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MUTUAL MOVIES

Read the People's Bank and Trust
company's advertisement
f

"

AT THE
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PROGRAM TONIGHT

LOCAL NEWS

j

13, 1914.
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STOCK RAISERS

We have for sale:
$100.00
Two cows, $50
50.00
One bull
25.00
old steer
Thomas Ross today announced that One
50.00
for
he has accepted the plans for a mo Two heifers,
60.00
for
Three
tion picture theater to be built by
heifers, lyear
40.00
for
him on Bridge street in the near fu- Two steers,
ture. Mr. Ross will give a discription
$325.00
of the building in the near future.
Above are in good condition and fine
breed of Jerseys. See
Mrs. Cenaida Ortega, who was exROMERO) MERCANTILE CO.
amined this morning before Judge
J. Lehay in an effort to deter
mine her mental condition, was decid
ed to be insane and committed to FRESH VEGETABLES
the New Meyico Hospital for the In- sane.,,
All member of the Elks' lodge who
are to take part in the minstrel show
Thursday night are requested to be
at tho Duncan opera house Sunday
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock for a special

ARE

OHJRE

IIARifET

DELICIOUS THINGS ARE ON
PLAY ON GRO'CERYMAN'S
COUNTERS

DIS-

rehearsal. All those who do not atWhen asked as to what tasty goods
tend this rehearsal will be dropped he would have to sell to Las Vegas'
from the cast, according to those in housewives tomorrow a local grocery-masmiled in a confident way this
charge.
morning and said, "Everything." He
was just about right, for the market
MRS. MAES DEAD
beams forth with an abundance of
fteporta have been received in Las
eatables, all worthy of consideration.
Vegas from Wagon Mound to the efFor' the first time since the holifect that Mrs. Tobias Maes died yesfresh vesetables may be obtaindays
terday from the wound she received ed. They are fresh, too, not the
when she was shot by her hu&band
kind that were grown' last summer,
last Tuesday. Mrs. Maes received but the
variety that have just been
a bullet wound in the abdomen, and
In California. In this the market
grown
although it was thought that she affords the following at the prices
would recover, it is reported the shot
quoted and guaranteed to be fresh:
proved fatal.
Carrots, five icents a bunch; turnips,
Tho tragedy caused considerable
and
cents a bunch;
at Wagon Mound, and is one eight
five cents a bunch; attracof the most sensational affairs of its radishes,
tive soup bunches, five cents a bunch;
kind that has ever taken place there.
five cents a ibunch;
green
Evidence Is saldi to show that no spinach,
five cents a bunch;
beets,
onions,
other persons were implicated in the
three bunches for 25 cents, celery at
shooting, in which Maes was killed same
price and fresh tomatoes at
instantly.
15 cents a pound.
'Of 'Course the staple vegetable' line
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
still holds and all that is desired in
thi3 class may be purchased comparaLOST Gold watch and fob wiih Ma- tively cheap.
sonic locket. Return to Optic and
The fruits are practically the same
receive reward.
as last week, oranges, grapefruit,
n

one-thir-

apples and bananas being the largest
and most attractive.
Las Vegans may have turkey for
Sunday's dinner also, if they wish,
and the price Is even cheaper than
before. This delicious fowl costs now
28 cents a pound.
All fancy meata
desired can be purchased.
THE BOARD AT FAULT
Because the state board of equalization has failed to provide the county assessor's office with its valuations
for live stock and personal property
for use in preparing the tax rolls for
1914, that work is being delayed, according to Deputy County Assessor
Mr. Armijo
Enrique Armljo.
property owners have applied
at hi3 office to secure these valua-tion- s
but it has been impossible
them. As the time for making returns of tax schedules soon witt
expire, the assessor and the property
owners are being greatly inconvenienced by the equalization board's delay. The county commissioners recently fixed the valuations on' ths
classes of property which they are
given the right to determine
under
the state law.
says-man-

Under the joint auspices of the National Association for Labor Legislation and the American section ot the
International Association on Unemployment is to be held in Washington
atsthe end of this month. Governors
of all the states and the mayors of
the principal industrial cities have
been requested to appoint delegates
to the conference. Reports on' recent
unemployment conditions, constructive proposals for preven'iia of unemployment, and plans for immediate
action towards the relief of the present unemployment will, be considered.
In the year recently ended there
were a total of 120 strikes in New
Jersey, not counting the great strikes
in the silk mills. Twenty-fou- r
of the
120 itrikes were
successful, 28 partly
successful and
were failures. Twenty-four
causes were assigned for these
strikes.
i

y

